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which looks forward, through
clouds which now envelope our land,
to a day when the passions, slaked in blood,
shall at last permit reason to resume her sway,
and when the South as well as the North shall
lie both proud and happy that an oppressed
race has been converted from chattels into
free laborers, ami the only obstacle removed
which has ever lain in the path of our uuited
nation to prosperity and true glory.
Even if these be dreams, I tor one would
not exchange my faith for that short-sighted
materialism w hich, in either hemisphere, can
see any good to the world in the downfall of
our great and free Republic.

philosophical,

the

Z& The kingdom of Greece is the fifth
monarchy which lias disappeared during the
last few years. King Otho represents the
tenth sovereign family sent into exile, following the Wasa of Sweden, the Bourbons of
Spain, those of Naples and Parma, the house
of Este, of Modena, that of Don Pedro In Portugai, the Bourbons of France, the D'Orleans,
and the Grand Ducal family ofTuscany. These
ten families reckon more than ninety members,
without including the husbands and wives belonging to other sovereign houses.

VST All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the "Editors <\ftht Pre*»,” aud
those of a business character to tiQj’uhlishers.
ty The Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day aud evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

Job Ilawxhurst writes from Fairfax
Court House to the Washington Republican,
that the Will of the Father of his Country was

evening.
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Wednesday Morning, December 17,1*02.
Mr. Motley's l>etter.

We give below

an

extract from the letter of

Motley, our minister in Austria, to Secretary Seward, containing the scathing review of
Mr. Gladstone's speech. Mr. Seward lias called this letter “the gem of the correspondence.”
We regret that we have room only for what
Mr.

follows:
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awakens not his respect,
pity. He is anxious, therefore, that a people
so humiliated should be treated with due compassion. “Let us bear with them all we can.”
To assure a people thus battling for freedom
against slavery—for law, order, and social progress against a despotism, avowedly founded
on slavery as its corner-stone—that it is sure
to be defeated, and that the sympathies of the
world are with its antagonist, is, it seems, the
true way of “manifesting a kindly temper.”
To do Uiis is to observe “great caution about
adverse criticism.”
The cup of humiliation and shame is ready
for them, it appears. “They are still endeavoriug to hold it far from their lips; they have
not yet drunk of the cup which, notwithstanding, all the world sees they must drink of.”
Enjoying thus the advantage of reading the
future with |>erfect accuracy, the orator instructs his hearers to imitate his Christian forbearance, and not to trample on the downfallen.
He “earnestly hopes that England will do
nothing to inflict additional shame, sorrow or
pain on those w ho have already suffered much,
and who will probably hare to suffer much
more.”
ever seen,

mose

w

no Know—as wnat American

148

Headquarters

!

is the only fit response to such rhetoric and
such prophecy.
But there were words in the oration to
which it is to lie hoped America will never refuse its assent. The Americans, it is admitted, “have warm affection toward England.”
England is "the country which, however they
may find fault with us, from time to time, has
the highest place in their admiration and respect.” This is perfectly true, and will, I
trust, long remain so. But the England thus
venerated ai.d beloved of America is not the
England wdiich speaks through the lips of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and which cheers
his prophecies of our humiliation and shame.
It cannot be denied that the tendency of
European public opinion, as delivered from
high places, is more and more unfriendly to
our cause.
This is to be ascribed, of course,
to the interruptions which the continuance of
the war causes to material interests, and to
the increasing dislike in Europe to liberal institutions. It would be weakness in us to expect sympathy from the privileged classes;
but the people everywhere sympathize with
us, for they know that our cause is that of the

people against an oligarchy.
They are not deceived by the reiteration of
the stale common-places about the “wicked
war,” the “miserable war,” the “causeless war.”
Not one of the critics and prophets with which

the world swarms, anil who are so anxious to
take the mote from their neighbor’s eye, has
ever suggested any possible project for the restoration of peace.
They content themselves
with denouncing the war. It would be well
for these philosophers to ponder the motto
which the State of Massachusetts borrowed
from Algernon Sydney, and has borne for
nearly a century on her seal;
“Ease iwdit placidam sub libertate
quietem.”
The time comes to all nations when they can
achieve peace aki>
filierty by the sword alone.
And when those
blessings have been secured—
as they can only be on our
continent, which
the hand of l Jod has indicated as the residence
of one people—by the re-establishment of our

Federal Union and popular institutions, now
threatened by the slaveholders’ insurrection,
it may be hoped that the American sword
may
be sheathed for centuries.
Nor do I think that optimism puerile or un-
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of Notes and Statute Liabilities, 418,121 61
Cash Assets, as follows, viz:
Investments in Mortgages,
946.372 87
Bank Stock.
41.906 09
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Railroad Bonds and Stocks.
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juldltf
promptly attended to.

PORTLAND. ME.

Pier ami Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square or Eliptical frames, with
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But the novel—the peculiar feature ot the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Koastiug Oven withii
the body of the stove aud iu front of the Are; so arranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
(bv the removal of a simple plate) iu connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Whercror these stoves have been used, they have
given universal satisfaction.

-C. II. B. also manufactures-

FLUID. KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,

order,
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Policies issued on Real and Personal
Z
Risks taken on Dwelling Houses for one,
five years, very low.
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we mean a stove so perfectly fitted as to place the
draft of the stove entirely within the control of the
person using it; enabling him to preserve either a
wood or coal tire for
many hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus
great economy in time,
aud iu cost of fuel, a* wall as avoiding the dust consequent upon rekindling.
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The senior partner of the Company, w hose experiof nearly a quarter of a century iu the Stove
Manufacture, says—that by an
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Amount necessary to re-insure the above,
34.H65 42
\VM. CONNER. Jr Secretary.
[Signed]
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As usual.keens constantly supplied with fresh
SHI and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in every variety and style for gentlemen's and laf
^^^d'ies wear, and invite all bis old customers
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they (lealre to replenish their
W.W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES atig5—6md

And will make o order auvthing of this kind that
to
may be ordered, «t short notice, from the
the very hkht. li\ giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can fiimish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6.1862.
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THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—deligbtftilIv situate*] ou tbo Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea. and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
cities.
The Sagadahock is one of the finest, most spacious, and best ap{>oiuted Hotels in the State, located
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.
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By C. M. PLUMMK

Trunks!
VALISES. PORTMANTEAUS,

FURXITCRF., IVORY,
GLASS AXD E ART HEX WARE.

tbc Portland Dailt Press

respectfully invite attention to their facilitie* for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

country

Ccmont,

SPARROW,
cor.

PORTLAND, ME.,

HOUSE."

call them to the “Forest

Trunks I

31EMDIMG

Middle,

0*c« 7 4

JONATHAN BLISS. Proprietor.
dtt
Portland, Aug. Id, 1362.

-AND-

Portland, July 22, 1862.
of

MOODY.

or

ocl7 ditw

INSURANCE.

National Insurance Company.
undersigned respectfully informs the
Cash Capital and Surplus *500,000.
Of Boston.
;
that
he
has
leased
the
above
House,
public
on Federal Street, Portland, 'fid invites
Republic Fire Insurance Company*
the travelling community to call and see it
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, §312,000.
lie knows “how to keep a hotei.” Clean,
airy rooms, good boils, a well-provided t ible, attenRelief
Fire
Insurance Company.
tive servants and moderate charges are the induceOf New York.
Cash Capital and Sarplua. §.50,000.
ments he holds out to those whose business or pleasure

faithfully executed. All
Jobbiug promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pump# of all kinds.
jMly&Hily
town

T3oot« and Shoes.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
Proprietor*

OK

Hilton’s

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The

SOLE1MG

goods.

on

FRANKLIN C

Description of Water Fixture for Dwell-

IjWERY

ing Houses, Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships,&c.,
arranged and set up in the be«t manner, and all or-

eodtf

FOR

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before pur*
chasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great

Second Floor,

Warm, Cold and Shotrer Ilaths. Wash Hotels, Brass
and Silver Plated Cocks.

ders in
kinds of

June 28.

FIRE

THE

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
No. 124 Exchange

SPARROW,

Portland, Oct. 17,1S62.
Street

H 0 T E LS.

-MAKER OP-

PORTLAND, 31 e.

Are unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

WARREN

General A outer vor the State ov Maise.
Office Mo-?4.Middle «t.,opposite PoMottite-

WAR KEN

P L U M BER,

Forfeiture,

ISSUED

dti

Sect. 27.1862.

to

POLICIES

TACTICS,

Exchange

53

subject

A LARGER XUMBER OF LIFE
DURIXtl THE YEAR 1861, THAX
AXY OTHER COMPAXY IX THE
EXITED STATES.
Further information will be
cheerfully furnished
on application by mail or otherwise to
IT

Ren illations.

Army

dtf

WILLIAM

Merchants,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

STREET,

eod6m

%

HALL L. DAVIS.

price*
defy competition.
Large Ambrotypcs only Fifteen Cents.

July 14th,

THUS. II. POOR.

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

AND TRIMMING GOODS

vials refilled.

CASEY'S U. S\

LEWIS,
Market Square, li’cl Preble St.

27

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Printing Office,

ana

new kd; r»oN of

YOU

Ambrotype

GENERAL

entire sat-

by

TRASK A

MOODY,

aV

MEDICINES,

above store

not

and upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and all circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original deign ol
the as-ured b.- attained, either in whole or in
part, in
enact proportion to the amount of
premium paid
No better evidence it needed of the
prosperitv and
success of this Companv than the
fact shown by the
recently published official reports, vii: that

New WorkN !

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

No. 821 EXCHANGE

Cases renewed

in its Risks, and Soft Investments, characterise its management.

Life Policies

June 24. 1862,

war-

CHAB. F. CHQ8MAN.

be obtained at-

can

e

Framing,

usual.

[ Physician* and Families unplied with Medicines and

-WANT THE-

I'OOH,

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

AND-

as

S > I A V E Y.

M.

Portland.

...

tentiou to

CLOTHING,

-Ever offered in Maine,

Book and Job

For sale at t’

f

Photograph,
taken store, No. 75 Middle Street.
not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
HAVE
(Fox Block,) and resi>ectfu11y invite public atDO
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
their large ami well selected stock of
rant satisfaction, at
vhich

best selected stock of

neatly

Economy—fare

It Is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its members
anuuaily.
In addition to all the various forms of Wbolu
Lira. Shout Ter*. Ejwiw*ejt and Anscrrr
policies which it issues, we invite special alien!ion to
a netr feature in Life Insurance introduced
by this
Company some two years since, via: the issuingof

Express

--

Store!

CKOS.TIAN A

for the purpose of cutting

a»d Picture

Binding

__

Of every description, made to order and warranted

Strict

inmodate all who may be in
line, at very low prfccs.

acc*

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

SPECIMEN LIMIIS MA 1* HE SEES' AT

the founder.

STEAM

TITCOMB,

Sheet Gutta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR SALE.

YORK STKKBT. PORTLAND, ME.
Je23dtf

Krsous

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE ri'KEET,

-ALBO.-

JOH\ B. BltO\V\ & SON’S,

I

dtf

ARTIFICIAL

dly

It is one of the Oldest. Safest and most
Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and aSbrdsto
Wishing to participate in the benefit* of Lift
surance, advantage* not excelled, and in some respect* not equalled bv auy other in this country.

BOOKS, STATION tsRY, PICTURES,
Pirtire Fames, Piper Hin hi Farr Goods, te, te.,

PALM E IV S

Portland, Aug. 6.1882.

upwards of

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.

Done

Tailor,

Company has paid since ita organisation to
THIS
Widows, Orphans and Creditors of the Assured

JAMES NOYES.

Has removed his stock of

-AGENT FOR-

ESTABLISHMENT,

TWO MILLIONS AMD A QUARTER.

S. H. COLE* WORTHY,

notice.*

Apothecary,

Sugar Refinery, |
CUSTOM

Cloths,

f'omp'y,

Eatabliahed in 1845—Net Capital over

nov25 4 wd& w28

to make them up at short
Call and See,

EXCHANGE STREET,

98

full assortment of

l’reaident

SecretarT^
^

E. C. HYDE.
d«m

New York Life Insurance

Noyes,

F. W. BAILEY.

ll.r.llnt’

Mutual Life Insurance.

Papers.
Ac

r

Sam’l I Robinson, E K
*’
Arthur bewail.
J.IV M™
Lewis Blackmer,
I'lvM e.,.’
A.
8.
Houghton,
C.
E. K. HARDING,

I

BOOK PUBLISHERS.
M, S8 A 68 Exchange Si., Portland.

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

NAVY

A. D. REEVES

UNIFORMS,

a

Portland, Sept. 24,1862.

BY

MILITARY

BOSTON,

large and well scloeted Stock of

a

Portland. Me.
_• je23tf

_

AND

Hailey

—

Wm. Drummond, g F.

Bath, July 8.1862.

_

llKTl'RNKD ,BOB

Military

LEttS IS

HEAD OF MERRILL S WHARF,

Olo tiling-

JUBT

Also

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Summer

John Fatten,
Oliver Moses,
M. F. Gannett,
J. H. McLellan,
Jas. F. Fatten,

;

STATIONERY,

Room

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings!

ALBERT WEBB A CO,

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

BOOK*,

HOvl tf

The Tnilor,

Mkssks. Flost A Fbye having leased
my Mill and
my stock aud trade, I cheerfully recommend them to my customers.
Portland. Nov. 1,1862.
W. C. BRADLEY.
novS If

description,

Of every

ia any One Risk.

Have one of the largest stock* of Stationery In the
State, bought for CASH OXL Y, and much of it before it advauced in price. Auy one wishing to purchase in quantities, or for their private use, will find
I prompt attention and good bargaius iu

REEVES,

HAS

—

purchased

GOODS,

)

;

^^VH«rPrapri,ortr^nr:^b:
$10,000

EXCHANGE STRE ET

-AND-

With

niLITAk

Hoofing Slate,
Street,

\

HENRY L. PAINE,
WILLIAM C. HOW.

l>ir»*ctor!» of the Rath Mutual
*'v*

#200,000

Portland,

Opposite Smith’s Wharf..Portland, Me.

Corn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, dec.
AMAUIAIt FROST,

163 ATiddle Street.

and

Stock

!

OIRKrTORS

275 Commercial

FRl’E,

hand,

on

Wood

Coal,

No. XOO Commercial Street,

BURLEIGH’S,

56 A 88

CO.,
CO.,)

C. HOWk

,B<1

NOYES,

~

have taken Store

and

AT

&

BAILEY &

Je23dtf

-Dealers in-

have this day associated ourselves
under the name and style of

>

THOB. LYNCH.

HENRY L. PAINE &

™£^«ADAHOCK HOUSE,
J*rCl,{**ent
Capital
1'.Umr“net.VrP“" “•‘‘••‘‘•‘"‘S*

PERSON who has occasion to use quantities of Stationery should purchase a year’s sup-

at once, for it has already advanced in price, and
will undoubtedly in six months COST DOC RLE
what it now doe’s.

Widgery’s Wharf,)

PELKO BA UK Eh,

n<*urnnceCompany.

EVERY

ply

Portland, Me.

Exchange Street, Portland.

bath mutual
marine I
OFFICE raDE*

MERCHANTS,

head of

INSURANCE.

Envelopes.

GRAMTE STOKES,.... COMMERCIAL STREET,

Copartnership Notice.
-O-

Grocers,

AND

tW Hair Mattresses renovated.
Furniture repaired and varnished. Chairs re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
Bold or exchanged.
Jul30d0ni

uoos

not—the deeds of daring by men, of self-devotion by women, the almost fabulous generosity of all, the eouutless traits of individual heroism andjohivnlry with which the simple annals of so many families, rich and poor,
throughout our land, have been filled, during
this dark but most honorable epoch of our
history; those who know what a great peopel Is now doing and suffering in defense of
the free institutions bequeathed to them by
their fathers, will know how to appreciate the
epithet of “shame'' which an English minister so genially bestows upon our name.
"Blifltered b»* the toujrue that speak** of shame,’’

LETTER PAPER AND

"Wholesale

FURNITURE,

:

I'O save »lie house in which Goethe
wits born at Krankfort-on-the-Maine from further desecration, it has been purchased
by Dr.
Volger. an eminent geologist, for the snin ol
i>tl,OUO florins; and it is his intention to restore
it to its original state, and then hand it over to
the German "Hochstift”—a flourishing society
for arts and sciences, of which Dr.
Yolger i9

kin; they

the
has
but his

JOHN LYNCH A CO..

Manufacturer of

NEW BEOBUITS WANTED!

were, at any rate, if they are not now, ou r customers ; and we hope that they icill be our
customers againsays the Chancellor of the

Exchequer.
A people struggling for its life against
most tremendous oligarchy that the world

BOOKS k STATIONERY.

IONS, fc., tfc.

honorable,”
our

BUSINESS CARDS.

SPRING-BEDS, MATTRESSES, PEty-CUSH-

carefully preserved.

says the Roman.

“Why, gentlemen, they

PARKER,

F.

Lounges, Bedsteads,

removed for sale keeping, and is now securely
concealed in Culpepper county.to be forthcoming when peace shall reunite our country.
This was done by the late William Alfred Moss,
Clerk of Fairfax county. Mr. Il.’s informant
saw the document in
May last, and was assured
by Mr. Moss, in September, that it was still

only allude to it in passing as forming a
portion of the historical record of these times.
It is the first public, although unofficial, response of an English minister to the emancipation proclamation of the President. I do
not believe it to represent the policy either of

that have done this deed

WILLI ADI

UPHOLSTERER

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

I

the Government or the nation.
The speech, so far as it is related to the
United States, was a consummate work of art,
and suggests the oratiou which the great dramatist has imagined for Marc Antony, arousing the citizens of Rome to fury over the dead
body of Ciesar. There is the same elaborate
depreciation of hostile feeling, the same subtle
and successful fanning of flames of hatred in
his hearers, under pretense of cooling a popular frenzy:
“Good friends, sweet friends, let me not stir you up
To such a sudden flood of mutiuv.

CARDS.

"

By-A

The manifesto of the English Chancellor of
the Exchequer at Newcastle has, doubtless,
engaged your attention, and you are better
able to decide than I am how much weight is
to lie attached to those remarkable instances
of sympathy with the slaveholders and their

JBUSINESS

UNION FOREVER!

"Trinity college, Hartford, has recently
received as a bequest from Francis Allyn of
New London, a splendid writing desk, which
Lafayette presented to Mr. Allyn when visiting in the country in 1824. Lafayette came
over in a sailing packet commanded
by Capt.
Allyn, and not being allowed to pay any passage money presented the i^esk to the captain.
The Troy (N. T.) University, whose
financial affairs have been in a bad condition
for some time, has been sold for JsfiO.OOO to
Peter Havemians, a Catholic clergyman, who
will convert it into a Catholic seminary.

Press

j

war

NO. 151.

i

A NY person

NOTICE.
having from Five

102
to Ten

Hundred

l\. Dollars to invest, niav learn of an established
business, iu which a large portion of the citizens of
Cortland are interested, which will give constant «mplovment aud pay well. In addressing
decl dtf
BUSINESS, Daily 1'iess Office.

dtf

une

Old Franu*. Ke-Oili,

And

renewed by

MUKIUSON & CO

m

——————————————w
MMwVtmjn

Regular Correspondent.]
Letter from the State Capital.

[From

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE

—

__

_

From the Front.

corrections.
serious resistance was ofneeds

no

It appears that no
fered to the passage of Gen. Burnside s army.
The water front of the city, affording shelter
was of course occupied for the
for
aud

pontooniers;
purpose of annoying
there was some fighting in the streets after
crossing, hut no battle. The enemy fell hack
to his intrenched position on the high lands

side on the soutli bank of the

aud equally plain that he

the reverse would be signal.
Then comes the heavy flghtiug of Saturday.
Sumner's troops on the right charge repeatedly in the face of a battery posted on an emi-

bridges,

contested and

The action was

Saturday.

simply

a

recon-

feel sure that any assistance he
them will be given promptly and

ion does not appear to have lieen engaged.
Sigei’s reserve grand division had not arrived,

though rei»orted by telegraph

some

days

After

having made

post of

1

■

can

render

cordially.—

than two thousand

more

commissions for other

ago,

aDd Hooker's division, acting as a reserve, remained perhaps on the north side of the Rap-

new

duty. Our soldiers will have a firm friend in
him, and no distress in his [tower to relieve, or
have relieved, will be neglected.
They may

(Jen. Hooker's grand divis-

noissancc in force.

to

benedictions will follow him to his

only won by the sacrifice of many

Jackson is driven to, not from his
We gained nothing substantial on
works.

officers,

Major

the

last got one worth them alL
health attend him!

at

lias

Success and

Col. Hathaway, the very efficient agent tor
not a general engageexpected to test, not to I Maine at Washington, who lias recently been
to the front, writes as follows:
carry the enemy’s position.
Mr. Hayes sends excellent reports as to the
is
The
New
The position
very strong.
10th Regiment. They have their knapsacks,
York Herald reports six distinct lines of deand have just received an issue of clothing.
fence seen by “an old army officer” with a
Some boxes have lieon taken to the Regiment
glass. This is not very trustworthy authori- from iny office. Mrs. Fogg 1 led with the 20th,
and Mrs. Eaton with the 17th. both doing good
ty; however, Sunday anil Monday passed w ith

pahannock.
ment.

This

w as

Gen. Burnside

hostile demonstrations of any account, the
enemy strengthening his position. Gen. Burnside waiting for Sigel, w ho arrived on Monday,
no

service.

officers who

or

will heed.

a

ers

perhaps for something else. For yesterday
dispatcli dated Falmouth, (on the Rappahannock, opposite to Fredericksburg,) 8.4.j A.
M., reports our troops all on this side of the
river, anil the pontoons taken up. The position was too strong, then, to be attacked in
front; or did Uic rain aud the rising river
render the line of retreat to insecure to risk
great battle ? Patience! we shall see.
Execution oi

Albert W. Lunt,

a

a

Maine Soldier.

private in the Maine 9th
regiment, was executed by shooting, at Hilton
Head Dec. 1. His offence was desertion, and
the betrayal, or attempted betrayal, of his fela

low soldiere into the hands of the enemy. His
age was 22, and though said to be respectably
born, he appears to have been a hardened

wretch, capable of the commission of any
crime in the calendar. His conduct with the
rebels

was so

to his

offensive that

regiment

to

they returned

him

be dealt with.

The account of his execution is after the

style. The place of execution was a
spacious field outside the line of entrenchments, whither he was conveyed in an ambulance, sitting upon his coffin. Previous to this
he had professed to have some religious experiences, and on the field warned his comrades
to take warning from his fate. He denied,
however, that he was guilty of the crime for
which he was to suffer; which denial, in the
face of the positive proof of his guilt, affords
a sad commentary upon the
genuineness of
his religious professions.
After his brief speech, his overcoat was taken off, aud obeying Major Van Brunt’s direction, he knelt upon his coffin. In this position a bandage was fastened over his eyes, and
at the same moment a squad of twelve men
were silently motioned to post themselves in
usual

front of him, at a distance of fifteen paces.—
While the attention of the culprit was en-

gaged by
moment

the
was

Chaplain

in

brief prayer, the
seized for cocking the muskets,
a

clicking of w hich was probably unby th? poor fellow whose last words
an expression of perfect resignation to

the loud
heard
were

his fate.

In the language of

a

newspaper correspond-

ent:
juiijui > iui i>ruiii men Miani's uie prisoner’s hami, ami steps back. ('apt. Eddy, by a
wave of Ills sword, brings his men to the position of “ready aim.'’ The spectators feel a
thrill of agony. The Major now drops his
pocket handkerchief, ((he signal to tire) and
that word—the only verbal order given—is
promptly uttered by ( apt. Eddy. Then a
loud report—an instant's prise of the kneeling
figure on the coffin—a flashing as if by magical power of six or eight dark blotches upon
the body—ami the ottender lies lifeless upon
the ground. There is no need of the reserve
of twelve men. w ho, with loaded muskets,
take the places vacated by those who have just
fired. The surgeons examine tlie liody, and
pronounce life to lie extinct.
Eight halls
passed entirely through the body. There is
no doubt ot the instantaneous death of the
condemned. He was killed by the shock upon
liis nervous system. The body was at once
placed in the coffin, and removed to the graveyard, under the charge of six soldiers, tlie usual funeral honors being withheld, and tlie
barbarous custom of allowing the corpse to
lie where it fell until the entire command
should march by, being also dispensed with.
This is the second execution w Inch lias taken
place under such circumstances since thy
commencement of the war
the first being
Johnson's cavalry soldier attached to the Aaof
tlie
Potomac.
my
Another correspondent,to show the deprav—

ity
on

which tlie victim had sunken, says tiiat
various parts of his body were obscene picto

tures, in India ink, of the
disgusting character#

most

revolting

and

good, while it may do much harm,—at least to
personal feelings,—to publish the extracts
from private letters which lie lias sent us. We
doubt, too, If the author of the extracts would
like to have such familiar communications to
family friends made public. It is not

his

strange that military officers sometimes make
mistakes, ami overestimate tlie strength of an
enemy or a position, and thus lose opportunities to strike blows because they do not wish

Very likely

Gen. Mc-

Clellan may have done so in the case referred
to.
So, too, it is possible that Burnside might
have crossed the Rappahannock the dav he
arrived

opposite Fredericksburg, had there
Headquurters, but perhaps
crossing at that time might have been the

been
bis

no

are

I

hope

blunder at

ruin of his army. At any rate, until we have
evidence that delay was disastrous, or

an

Hath yesterday—Judge Dickerson presiding.
S^'The I-owell Courier says the republican party in that city
“changed its base of operations” on the afternoon of election day,
and went into “winter quarters” for a year.
ZJt' The. New hern (N. C.) Progress finds
quotations of corn meai at $1.40 per bushel,
and flour at about $40 per barrel, in the Montgomery (Ala.) Mail of Xov. 6th.
at

Adjutant General’s office, t
Washington, Dec. 6,1882.

General Orders. No. 200.
It is known tnat many officers are absent
from their conntands without authority, upon
one pretext or another.
It is the intention of
the department to dismiss without honor, and
without pay. all such officers. They are hereby commanded to return without delay to duty, on pain of having their disgraceful discharge published in newspapers as well as in
General Orders.
By command of Major General Haileck.
E. D. Townsend.
Assistant Adjutant General.

not

often vouchsafed

dignity

to

ZW“ The Portland Press is one of the liveliest and most readable dailies that comes to
our office.
It leaves the impress of activity
and go-aheadativeness in its columns, and desPVves a full measure of success.—[St Croix
Herald.

ZtF“ Hv the figures at the State House yesterday, the quota of Boston still lacks 35:1 of

the full number required. The elasticity of
the quota figures is wonderful. One day there
is a surplus over the quota; the next it is
•hort, all the way from 300 to 800.—|Boston
Post, Dec. 11.

ZJf Tiie Houlton Times credits to the

Transcript the story about a “big scare” at the
Stale Prison, which appeared originally in the
columns of the Press. The Transcript did
not intend to poach upon our grounds we
know, for it is too much of a gentleman for
that.

Z ff" The Bangor Whig says

a despatch to
Quartermaster Hoskins,
states that Col. Varney, Adjutant Mudgett
and Captain Wilson, and Capt. Wiggln, all of

Col. Roberts

neither of them

country

of those

qualities. We don't blame
They know with what zeal

:

them

discharged for iucompetency.
Docs Bro. Dingley doubt the

there is

gammon in this statement, and we
will engage to satisfy him that we work daily
an edition at least four hundred
larger than

onslaught upon

a

al debt at

Much has been

done, yet

rections.

so far from the scenes of
suffering,
do not feel the importance of imme-

diate action,
eyes,

delphia,

as

as

we

they

should, if we had
Washington and

do in

thousands

and

before
Phila-

of thousands

tens

stretched upon cots, begging tor woolen shirts,
drawers and stockings, Ac.
Cannot the good people throughout the

j

State be aroused, to make a united effort and
hold in every town and city, a levee, fair, or
|
some kind of patriotic
!
meeting, or

meetings,

from Christinas to New Year's

day.

Let all denomination of Christians unite,have
one

general meeting

with music and

speeches.

A small fee for admittance would amount to
dollars, and the articles contrib-

uted would lie of greater value.
If the editors throughout the State would
call the attention of their readers to some plan
of the sort suggested, the people generally
would

rally, strong and generously,

lief of our sick and

to the re-

wounded brethren.

It

may lie the last kind act we can do, to aid and
comfort the sick and dying soldier.

Olmstkaii's Water Proof Leather
Preserver.—We have used this article for
some years, especially in the winter season,
and have found it the best preparation for

boots,

render them water

proof, that we
only renders the leather impervious to water, but also improves the
material. There is no danger of wet feet if
this article is properly applied to the boot;
to

have ever tried.

It not

besides it does not soil the lingers when applying it, or the carpet when applied to the

some

soles of the lioots.

thnt Burnside himself thought so, we do not
think it wise to intimate to our readers that
such was the fact.

Union street, have it
be

procured by

stores.

Messrs. Breed &
at

wholesale;

Tukey,

and it can

the box at all the retail shoe

J

specific

the violation of the Constitution had better
been said by his late colleague, note

Kriyadier

General

1
:

where

J3^“We

the rebel army!”
We have
speech for publication, and hope
to re-produce it to-morrow or the next
day.
“3T* The Argus is emphatically “a propjiet
of evil.” In its anxiety to create distrust of
the Government it pretends to give the language of a Maine officer’- of high repute and
long service, In Gen. Howard’s division, w ho
Burnside Is crossing the river, and in
says,
doing so is acting against his better judgment.”

cated, but

we must

protect

our

Subscribers if

possible.

No Postmaster has a right to the
subscriber's paper. He has no right
to read it without permission of the owner,
use

of

a

much less to carry it from the office for the
use of his family or friends.
lie violates the
law just as much in taking such liberties, as
he would in

prying

into letters to ascertain

their contents or authors.
no

We

hope

to

hear

further complaints.

Gem. McNeil.—The following extract from
correspondence of the St. John (N. II.)

the

Globe,is respectfully recommended to the consideration of the Portland Argus:
What a strange pair of eyes your contempoHe is breakrary of the Morning News has.
ing ids heart over the shooting of the ten persons by Gen. McNeil, and exhibits
generally
great horror of deeds of blood; but only, mark
you, against the Federal side. Is this an oversight of the learned editor, or is the expression
of indignation which we nee against Gen.

a

Me.Neil—a
shamf

transparent pretence-

a

mere

an

extract of

a

latter

by its repeated slurs about cieilians
directing the army in the face of the enemy,”
knowing as it does, that the directions from
Washington are those of Gen. Ilalleck ? Is
Haliack any more a civillian, or less a militamean

ry man, Ilian Burnside

shipping

FLOl'R.—Tne market remains quite unsettled as
yet. ami transactions are confined to small lots, within our quotations.
Healers entertain a confident
hope of higher prices by the first of January, and

are not disposed to urge sales at prices that will tend
to depress the market. Stocks continue to come forward freely from the West.

GRAIN —Com is firm at improved prices. Sound
Western Mixed is held at 82 *85c, and Southern Yellow 84*86c !> bushel. Trade in Outs is very much
restricted in consequence of the limited arrival of
stocks. W'e quote nominally 50 * 55c p bbl. Rye
remains scare and firm at 950,1ft). Barley is sold
in small lots at 80 *85c. Prices for Shorts arc nominal at $22 *24. and Fine Feed $25*27 P ton.
|

GUNPOWDER.—We continue to quote Dupont’s
and Oriental Co’s Rifle and Sporting at $5 fit).*7 25,
and Blasting has recently advanced.
We now
quote Bucktield Blasting 4} *5.
IIAY.—There is a continued active demand for
ton for Pressed. .Several
shipping at 13 50*916
vessels are now loading for New Orleans by Messrs.
Libbv Xc Son. Loose hay comes in slowly, and sells
at $16 *1650 l> ton.

McClellan?

or

Review oi the Market,

LI MBKR.—Sales of Shipping continue to be made
at$16*17,and No.l Pine, $36 pM.No. 2 $34,and No.3

$24. Spruce Dimension is worth from 81<>all; and
Spruce Shipping Boards $11 *12, and Hemlock $8a
10 p M. Clapboards.Heart Extra are
selling at $33;
Cleardo $2**30; No. 1, $13*15:
Sap, Clear $23*26;
do 2d* $20*21, and No. 1 $10*18.
Spruce Extra are
worth $12*15, and No. 1 $10*11. Shingles, Extra
Pii»e are quoted at $3 60*3 75, and Clear Pine 82 75
«3 00. Laths, Pine are selling at $1 50
*. 1 80, and
Spruce at $1 15*1 20 4> M.
LIME.—New Rockland continues in
steady active
demand, and prices unchanged at 65 *70c 4> cask.
LEATHER. Nearly all descriptions continue to
advance. W e nowqnote N. Y.
light 2Ka3n, and mediums and heavy 30*31,
Slaughter 32a34, and Amer(
ican

allskins 75a85c.

Note.—We wish it to be understood that <rtir quotations represent prices of large lots from first hands,
unless ot her wise stated, and that in tilling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.

ASHES.—Limited sales continue to be made at our
prices, viz: 71j£84 for both 1'ots and

late advanced
l’earls.

•

SHOOKS—Shipments

continue without dim-

ers,

prices

continue

to

be

well sustained

at

60«‘J5

Pine, and rr>^55c for Spruce.
COOPERAGE.— I'he same scarcity of C ity made
Shooks noticed for several weeks past still prevails,
and the demand i< largely in excess of the supplv.
Both Sugar ami Molasses Shooks witli heads are
held at <2 75 a 2 S7.
Country Co »perage of ail
for

kinds are active at improved prices.
COFFEE.—The market is exceedingly quiet and
transactions limited. Prices continue Arm and without change at the following quotations: Java 3'ia
34c, Rio 32« 33e, and St Domingo 30<i31c.

CREAM TARTAR.—Sales of Pulverized continue
to be made in small lots tor 35<£55c p lb, the latter
price being for pure Cry stals.
CHEESE.—The market is

steady

and

quiet

at late

increased prices. Choice Vermont ami Canada dairies are selling freely at llu,12c, and Country do}
103c, according to quality.
CANDLES.—Mould Caudles remain Arm and unchanged at 13j o 14c, aud Sperm 32«35c p lb.
CEMENT.—Trade is limited at this season, and
prices without Auctuation at 81 30.,al 35 per cask.
COAL.—Dealers continue to sell at retail White
Ash, Lehigh amt FnuAliu at 89 00, and Cumberland
9 50«8l0 00 p tou.
CORDAGE.—All kinds Cordage continue to sell
at our previous range of prices, which we continue
for Manilla Cordage 13n 13j%aud Russia Hemp 18*
17. Russia
16c p lb.
o

Boltrope 184«f7]c,

and Manilla do 14

a

^DIJCK.—No change of prices have been made
since the date of our last. AVe continue to quote
Portland No. 3. 90c, and No. lt>58c; Navy superior
No. 3 89c.and No 10, 65c, amt Ravens 45c; I s. looz
Tent 68c. and 12 oz. do. 88c p yard.
DRUGS.—The Drug market remains quiet. without any changes whatever to notice since tin* date of
our la.-t Review.
Upiutu contiuucs Arm and limited
sales

are

made at 89 a9 GO. We continue

to

quote Bo-

rax 28a30c; and Rhubarb 820l\ft2 25.
Alcohol 87
95c; Fluid 81 10 a\ 25. p gal..the latter price being

for pure.

Campheue

remains very

quote nominally 82 90 |> gal.

quiet,

aud

wo

<«h

li II

from

Boston.

Wilton, Darfa,

NEWPORT—Ar Itth. sclis ( aroline. Gilpatrick.
Saco tor New * ork : Argus,
Crowley. Somerset for
do; T R Hammond. Goodrich, fm Portland lor do;
Mecca, 11 ticking, Bath for Baltimore.
SOMERSET—Sid 13th, sch Argus, Crowler, for
}*
New 1 ork.
NEW BEDFORD Ar 15th, sch J P
fm
Johnson,
East Machias.
DAN VERS- Ar 10th, sch Pearl, Robin«oo, from

Ruptures,Hydro-

Rockland.

BFA LRL\
( alais.

11th, sch Almira M Cloutman, for

Sid

SALEM—Ar 13th, steamer Iron Age, Small, Boston
for East port; schs Bay State. Verrill, New York lor
Backsport; J F' Carver, Rumriil. Calais for Provideuce. J C Counor. Are>, Bangor lor New York;
CC Farnsworth, Robinson, do for
Proviucetown;
Democrat. Pendleton, and Laura Jane. Small, from
Belfast; Isaac
Ifertz, Spear, Rockland for N York;
N R lleagen. C«>oinb*, Portland lor Matan/a*; llarriet Baker, Webber, do for Plerpont. NY ; E G Wi
lard. Parson*, do for New York; Alnomak, Townsend, Boston for rhomastou.
BOSTON —Ar 15th, ship Albert Gallatin, Storcr,

Physician and Surgeon.—II. a. LAMB, 51. D.,
.fficc, corner of Congress aud Chestnut Streets
>rtland, 3Ie.
Particular attention paid to Surgery,
including
«f seases of the eve and ear.
aug7—d6ra
arc onsumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
e Throat and Lungs,
successfully treated by Inhavtion,
By C. 3Iorrk, 31. D.,
aul8 ’62 eod
Corner Smith and Congress Sts.

Calcutta: schs Richard

Bulwinkle.

fm

F:iizabethpoit;

Abby Gale, Kendall, and Mars Hill. Limeburner, fm
do: Dan'l Breed. Hart. Bangor.
Ar 16th, bark Emma ( ashing, Dixon,
Malaga; sch
Conneaut, Hammond, Goulds boro.
( Id 16tti. ship Borneo, Hurd. Batavia; barks
Benjamin Burges. Snow, tor Cienfuegos:
Arctic. Oaks,
Portland, to load for So America; br g G L Bucknatn. Matanzas; sch F A Heath, Williams, Portland,

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIA II

IIEALD, No. 241 ConStreet, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Me.
jrtlaud,
aug7dly
ess

to load for Cuba.
CALAIS—Md 7th,
Fall River.

LOCKE & KI3IBALL, Dentists, No. 117
liddleStreet,Portland. Me.
augl5—ly
Dur.

brig Lady

of the

Lake, Haskell,

BLCKSPORT—Ar Sth, brig Dclmout Locke, from
Salem ; 11th, sch Sea Breeze, Coombs. Bostou.
Sid Sth. sclis Briar. Gilkey, for Providence: Partition. Parker, Grenada; William Carroll, Smith, for

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Burton, Dec. 16,1862.
Coupou Sixes (1881).1044
>,500.do.1«>4
4.200 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.103
1.000 .do.108
3.35n.do.108
4.000 U.S. Certificates of Indebtedness,. 9,*,
8.000 United States Registered Sixes. 519
3,600 American Gold ..131
200 .do. 131
7,500 .do.131
1.000 Bath City Sixes,.106
4 Portland. Saco and Portsmouth R R.1104
8 Bostou and Maine Railroad.123
10 Michigan Central Railroad. 92j
3 Fitchburg Railroad.110

New York.

of

WISCASSF-T—Ar 11th, schs Emblem, Sherlock,
New York; I2th. Marv Ann, Merry, Portland.
Sid 12th, sch S il Pool. McFaddeu, Bostou.

2.000 United States

FOREIGN PORTS.
At St Helena 18tb ult, skip Loreuza, fm Maulmnin
for F'almonth K.
Ar at Kingston J. 26th ult, brig L C Watts, Wilson, Aspiuwall
Bid 14th. sch Montrose Nickerson, Baltimore
Ar at Montego Bay 25th ult, brig H F ColtbJrtt,
Emery, New York.
Ar at Port an Prince 27th ult, brig Robt Mowe, Jr,
Day, Boston: 28th, Chicopee. Fuller, do.
Ar4th inst, brig Isabel Beurmann, Tams*, from

Bangor.

At Miragoane 21st nit, ship A M Lawrence, Murray, fm Marauhain for Trieste; sch Chartlot Brown,
Lane, ftn Boston, just ar
At Cape Haylieu 3d lust, §ch Ocean Bird. Powers,
for Boston 6th.
At Mansauilla 24th ult.
R W Sawyer, for Boston soon.
Put into Bermuda 23d ult, bark Hannah Crocker,
Duun, fm New York for Autwerp, leaky.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.
Closet at
7 45 A. M. and 1.30 1*. 51
EASTERN—Arrive* at 1.50 IV M. Closes at 12 M.
TEA 31 BOAT 31AIL—Arrives from East port Me., St
John NB aud the British Provinces,Tuesday mornmornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P. M
EUROPE—Close* every Saturday at 1-.B) P. M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.50 P M.' Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. 31. Close at
9 P. M.
k
OF*office open daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
PA. M. to 9 P. 31. On Sundavs, from 84 to 9J A. M.

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.49 and 74 P. 31.

tn4g

SPOKEN.
Dec 1, lat 34 20, lou 67j, bark Tejuca, from New

Orleans for Bordeaux.

Coming!

BOOKS,

JUVEXIIjES,
TI.

PACKARD’S,

—

I 7~

...

Wednesday Evening,

llUO tons.

RUM—Wmcontinue to quote Portland distilled 63
(565c 4> gal., with au upward tendeucv.
SUGARS.—TIk* general dullness noticed in our
last confines to prevail the market, and prices have
a declining tendency.
We now quote Muscovado
10i« lld, Havana Brown 10} « 12c. and White 12| «
13}, New Orleau* 11J « 13), and Crushed, Granulated
aud Powdered, at 13! @ 14)c. Portland Sugars have
farther declined. The factory prices now ire for A
9), AA 9J, ami yellow9J. Several cargoes Havana
Sugars have arrived during the week. We have
heard of

sale* from first hands.
SALT.—There is a brisk demand for country trade
at previous quotations. There has been no arrival
si ce the date of our last. We continue to
quote
Fiflb Ground table and butter Salt 22c iu Sacks
and Boxes.
no

SPICES.—The Spice market continues to rule quiet, with moderate sales at former rates, w hich continue very firm with an upward teudencv for all
kinds. Nutmeg* continue to have au advancing ten-

dency.
SOAP.—The factory

prices

Persia.Liverpool.New lurk.
Africa.Liverpool. ..».New York
llainmouia...Southampton New Y'ork

l>«c‘2o

.Dec 31

China.New York Liverpool.Dec
Ilausa.New York Bremen.Dec
kangaroo.New York.. Liverpool.Dec
North American Portland.
Liverpool.Dec
Mavrocordatos... Portland.... London.Dec

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will beat
the Preble House for one week.
A remarkable case of deafness cured in
twenty four
hours by Mrs. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E e
ami Ear. and proprietor of Poor Richard's
Eye Water.

ments for Mrs. B. to treat me for tieafticss. In 24
hours a tier her first application I could hear
every
voice in the house. I can now stand in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the jnirlor. Grateful to God
for his great deliverance. 1
heartily commend her
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done.”

Every

kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
a cure warranted.
Charges moderate.
MRS. M. G.

Nov. 18—tf

BRUWX,
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

A Good Spring Bed has become

an

family,

while the

united

testimony

of

Physicians has placed their healthfulness beyond

question.
No iuvalid should be without one.
As an evidence of the superiortv of

International House, Tuesday, August

12th, where he will attend to all wishing to cousul
him.

HIGH WATER
6.46 | Even'g 7.18

| Morn’g

property
present

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MACHINERY,

Tnrvdnr, Drcrmbrr 10.

Steam and das

ARRIVED.
Bark Winslow, Da\is. Jersev E, 3d ult. in ballast.
Brig Speedaway, Atherton, Police PR, iu ballast.
Brig Philip 1 .annine. Dailey, Boston.
Brig Isaac Carver, Shute, Boston.
Sch Maria Eunt. Boynton, New York.

disasters.
Sch Mischief. Gorham, of and for Eastport. went
ashore on the west side of Bass Harbor, Trcmout, iu
the suov storm of the 6th inst. having previously
lost both anchors. She w ill be a total loss.
Bark Emma Cushing, (of Wincaseet) at Boston fm
Malaga, was 22 days westward of the Grand Hanks,
had continued heavy westerly gales, during which
lost and split nearly a whole suit of sails.
Ciiii lapley, of brig Abner Tavlor, from Boston
for Hucksport. reports 8th inst. wueu about 80 miles
south of Mouhegau, saw the wreck of a vessel, capsized. It proved to be an English brig from Nova
( apt
Scotia
took of the crew, consisting of
the captain and live’others. some of them very badly

frozen.
Brig Nebraska, from Boston for New Orleans, was
in collision with the ship Albert Gallatin, off Hostou
Light, 15th. and had starboard bow stove iu; has put
back for repairs.

New'Orleans.
Ar 14th, bark raliitta, Leeman. Havana; brigs Emily Fisher, Staples. St Croix; Keoka, Burns,Havana;
schs Dolphin, Keller. Machias; shooting Star, Avery,
Manhattan* ille for Pembroke.

Ac.

Fitting*,

«ub*criN'r would Inform hi* friends nud
public, that be may be found at

tbe

THE

3 7
UNION
STREET,
(until hi* shop is rebuilt,) ready to auswer any order*
for steam, gas and water pipes.
Steam and Uas Ftting* of all descriptions.
Will also attend

ft

to

«•

tittiug

the above for steam

or

Order* received for Pattern malting, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers. Water Tanks. 4c.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
; and setting Engine*, Boilers. Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA \VI\X. A|tnl.
drrlfl dlf

MERCHANT S’

EXCHANGE

House.

Eating

Having leased the building.
No*. 17 A 19
*

•

Exchange Street,

and fitted it up anew. I am now ready to wait
upon
my former customers and the public generally, at ail
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.
Port laud. Dec.

JOHN ROBINSON.
15, 1*52.
dec 10 tf

FIFTY WORK HEY !
to fill up the THIRD COMP AST of
Artillery for Fort Warren, Bostou Harbor.
Town, City and United States

WANTED

BOUNTIES OF 8200
and upward will be paid until December 10th. State
aid to families. Apply at the K cruitiug Office.

No. 2 City Hall

Avenue,

Boston.
CABOT.
Recruiting Officer.

CAPT. STEPHEN
decl0 3t

DOMESTIC PORTS.

F.xauuuation at office,.9200
Cld 13th, ship Ella. Nichols, Sombrero.
Sid 14th. ship Young Eagle; barks Linda, Ella VirEach subsequent sittingat office.60
Helen Augusta, and Rebecca Goddard
ginia.
brigs
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 60
W J Treat, ami A Hopkins.
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
Ar 15th. bark Emma F Chase, from New Orleans;
Essex, Reed, Havana; brig Youug America, Pool,
j1 Para:
August 16, 1862.—tf
sch Susan, Hearse, Boston.
Cld 15th, ships Panther. Lothrop. Sail Francisco;
Special Notice.—The Annual Meeting of the
Columbia. Hr.*ant. Liverpool; bark Alice Taiuter,
Portlaud Society of Natural History will be held at
Hadden. New Orleans.
Sid 15th, ship T J Southard, for Geu Bauki' expeits Hall on Congress street, Weduesdav, Dec. 17, at
dition.
3 P.M.
II. W. BRYANT,
NEW HAVEN—Ar 14th, brig L k W Armstrong,
• Downs, Turks Island.
I)ecl4—td
Recording Sec’y.
First

ABOUT

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th ult. brigs Geo Emery,
Gunn. Coosc ltav ; Arago, Simpson, do.
Ar l'ith ult. ship llighlauder, Suow, New York.
COREY’S “PREBLE” SPRING BED
Ar 18th, bark N s Perkins, Ritchie. Victoria.
overall others, is the fact that the demand for this
Cld 14th. barks Palmetto. Black, Victoria; ScotSpring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
land. Friend, Nauaituo; ltitli. Jeauuette, Hatch, for
October 1, 1862.
tf
Humboldt.
Cld 17th, ship Fleetwing, Kelley, for Howland's
Island.
SOMETHING NEW.—Please call aud examine
Cld l'ith. ship Windward. Smith. New York
Mu#. Vox's Patent Corset Skirt Supporter, j
PORT RuV AL S< '—Cld t»th inst, brig BeuJ Delano,
which is a new aud very desirable article. It is a I Baxter. New York.
Sid
*Uh, ship Conquest, Sears, for New York ; 8th,
and
combined.
LaCorset, Skirt-Supporter
llishop
bark P R Hazeltine. Johnson, Boston.
dies and Misses using it need no other of either.
BALTIMORE—Cld 12th, sch Loduskia, Call, from
Price 91.26, w hich is cheaj>er than the Corset alone,
Bath.
Cld 13th, brig Susan Duncan, Mitchell, for Old
aud serves the wearer as both. For sale only by
Poiut.
11. C. LOVELL & SON, Agents,
PHILADELPHIA —Ar 13th, brig Nellie Mowe,
novll edtf
129 Middle Street.
j Pike. Curaeoa.
Cld Pith, sclis Wm Aathur, Haskell, for Portland;
DR. P. P. yLlMBY, would give uoticethat he ha I Cart huger.a Kelley, New Bedford.
NEW YoRlv—Ar 13th, bark ( liarles Edwin, True,
returned to Portland, aud can be found at his Room,
No. 13

16.000 Acres of Land—sapposed to contain, ou au average.about live thousand of stumpage to an acre, of spruce, hemlock and pine, beside*
much hard wood, aud a go* d growth ot young,thrifty juniper—a poud or lake, near the centre. o. about
1000 nc res, with a good water power at its outlet.—
This pond flows, by the
present dam. about 1000 acrea
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great advantage. by withdrawing the flowagc.
The Mill is but a short distance from tide water,
where the Lumber is loaded.
This
by mortgage fell into the hands of
the
owners, who reshle at a distance, aud tbo
land will be sold at an immense bargaiu to anr ouo
who has the faculty and inclination to manage it.
For farther information apply to Col. J. L. Lawlevi Bartlett a co..
rence. or to
decl6 dlaw9w
No. 3 Long Wharf, Boston.

Tapley

almost indis-

pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
with every

Land in Franklin, Me.

mouth.

Sch Du roc. Thomas. Boston.
Sch America < Itief, Pre*sejr, Boston
Sch Deuinark. Oliver. Bath.
Steamer New England, 1 ield. St John NB for
Boston.
CLEARED.
Bark Charles Meddle, Crosby, Matanzas, by Thos
Ascencio A < o.
Bark II B Walker, Pressey, Matanzas, by II I Kob! insou.
Brig Fannie, Rom, Matanzas, Emery k Fox.
Brig Coucord, Smith, New Orleans, by McGilvery,
Ryan A Davit.
Sch Thrasher, (Hr) Card. Halifax, Geo II Starr.
Sch Comet. Hodgdon. Hostou, B G York k Son.
Sch Lizzie W Dyer, McDuffie. Hostou, J 11 White.
Sch Arcade, Farnsworth, Stockton, Blake, Jones
k Co.
SAILED—wind SW—brig Loraua.

Programmes.

see

JOHN GRAFFAM, Business Manager.

decl6 6t

CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carry-

MAT* 11ST E

ENGINE!

Aquarial Gardens... Boston

\Jf For particulars

Liverpool

SUN.
I
Rises.. .7.24 i Sets.. .4 29

STEAM

From Baraum’f

Londonderry.

Wednesday.December 17

FREIGHTS.—The following charters hare been
effected since the date of our last: Bark Arctic, of
Boston, 480 tons, for Buenos Ayr s, at 818 f> M lor
lumber; ship Sebastopol, and brig Concord, for New
Orleau*. get £20 p ton for hay; bark Ionic, and brig
Fannie, out to Matauzas aud back, get 83 50 on molasses: brig Scotland, for the same port, gets 30c for
sugar box shook*; hark Sara’! Shepherd, and a British brig, have been taken up for ports north side, at
82c for box shooks; the brig Tornado has been taken
up ou private terms.

-AMD-

GLASS

....

PANAMA AND

TROUPE OF

Glass Workers,
Glass Spiaaers,

Fancy

20
20
20
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.lH-c 24
Norwegian.Portland... Liverpool.Dec 27
Ediuburg.New York. Liverpool.Dec 27
Bavaria.New Y'ork. Hamburg.Dec 27
Scotia.New York Liverpool.Dec 31
Glasgow.New York Liverpool.Jan 3
Jan 7
Europa .Boston.Liverpool
Borussia.
New York Hamburg.Ian 10
Etna.New York. Liverpool.Jan 10
Persia. .New Y’ork Liverpool. Jan 14
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar lines. The steamers Yor or from
call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

TEAS.—The market continues quiet but firm, with
moderate sale* of fine Oolong* at66u70c; aud Choice
do. 73oj7Sc; Souchong, Atikoi, and lower giades60
lb.
@56c
TOBACCO.—The market rules exceedingly quiet,
am* prices have a drooping
tendency, as speculator*
have been urgeut to realize iu many instances, and

by

UNION

17

2b

ing Mails for Aspiuwaii, Panama, and California,
leave New Y’ork on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each

hive forced stock* upon the market at some decline.
The best judges in tlUt and other market* are how
ever confident of au improved market
the 1st of
January, and are holding their stocks with unabated
firmness.

Wednesday* Saturday Afternoon*.

..Dec27

TO DEPART.

now are for Leaf ho ft
Gore's Extra 9)c. Family 8}.and No. 1 7*. Chemical
Olive 9, aud Soda 10c. Other Soaps are firm at increased pries.

healed, ami

BOX

PROVIDENCE—ArUth,

Holidays

22c, Country Ball 19«;20c. aud Store 14o 15c p lb.
BREAD.—There is a steady fair demand for
Pilot at 85 50a/> 75,Ship Bread 4 50 <x 4 75, aud Crackers 3 5»»« 83 76 p bhl.
inution. ami though there is less Arm ness with deal-

Dealt, CM.

Fair

Bangor; June, Wallace. Rockland.

irgcon and Physician, attend* exclusively to I>i»«*«•* of the Urinary and Genital Organs, aud Female
oinplaint* of all kinds, and the more obscure disuses
fthe Pelvic Vicora, as Piles,
>le, Varicocele, Fistula, Early Decline or Mauhood,
Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the
c.
improve*ents iu the cure of Disease, made in this
country
Europe, and span s no expense that his patients
ay have the best medical and surgical treatment
e world affords.
Advice free
J^“*oftice M6
iiirt stroot, BOSTON. Honrs from lo A. M. to 2
51 and 6 to 8 p. 51.
51 r*. 51., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
aladie* of her sex. can be consulted
by ladies
Patients furnished with hoard ami
exjierienced
irM*8oct3cod6m

Salk

mh

tttb, Nil

A

"I. Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall’s Court, Portland, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
deaf from a child, and for twelve
years past hare
been quite deaf. I bare Spent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Saturday I went to the Preble House and made arrange-

Choice Dairies Vermont family continue to be made
at 22«2;k\ ami Canada and Western Firkin 21 o

NnRW h ii—A

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

APPLES.—Dried Apples are in very good demand
shipping at 43 able tor sliced and cored, and uucored2ja3*p lb. Prices for Green fruit coutinue
Arm. ami with an upward tendency as the season advance.-.
We
quote Greenings and Baldwins 81 Goa
1 75 4* bbl. There are but very few sales, however,
made for less than 81 75, aud very choice fruit is held
at 1 75,0,82 00 p bbl.
BEANS.—The supply has been more ample the past
week, though the market is Arm, and choice Beans
meet a ready sale at our range of price-.
We quote
White Pea Beans 82 26a2*50, and Blue Pods and
Marrows 2 25 "2 50 p bush.
BUTTER.—The market rules steady. Sales of
for

Diseases of the Urinary Organs.
i# J. C. MOTT, M. I*.. Operating and Consulting

LARD —Has declined. We now
quote 104 a 11c in
Not 1. off Mattanilla Reef, sch Tangent, fm Cardebbls, and kegs lOjalljc.
nas for New YuiK
METALS.—All kinds Metals are very firm at adDec 11. lat 37 ttPfon 67 15. ship Picayune, Brooks,
vanced
sizes Tins continue very scarce
from Liverpool for New York.
prices. Large
IC is now quoted 814 * 14 50;
1"
rn®r^t
J’bar.
IA*loi5*$l6. and Coke 811 76*12. and very firm
MARRIED.
at the increased price*. Banea is worth 40a41c
cash
and Straits 3i} n 40c. Sheet 31 ossehuauu Zinc
we
In Norway Nov. 18th, bv Rev. A. 11.
now quote 11} * 12c.
Tyler, Levi S.
Atwood, of Minot, and Mis* Eli/a A. Page, of HeMOLA88ES.— The market rules exceedingly quiet
bron; Dec. 13th, by the same, Henr> C\ Robie, of
and prices have somewhat declined. We now
M. C. il. ANHociation.
Harrison, and .Miss Caroline M. Burnham, of Norquote
Tuba ( layed 33a35c, and Tart do
28a30, Muscovado
way; loth, Franklin McDaniels, of Lovell, aud Miss
3 >*36c, and Trinidad 38a40, Portland
4k
The next meeting of this Association for
W.
Still**, of Norway.
Syrup 26c in ; Susan
hlids Hid 2* in bids. Several
Lecturer astd Derates will be held T liarsIn Lewiston Dec. 12th. by Rev. J. A. Loweli, Chas.
cargoes have arrived
gfZ* dav
since our last.
>\ e have heard of no
evening, Dec. 18th, at 7j o’clock, in tLeir
II.
’iJK
Bowker, of Portland, and 3Iiss Ellen E. Gilpatimportant sah*s
^
from first hands. The demand for the
Library Hail.
couutry trade ; rick, of L.
is very light at this time.
The Public areixvited.
In Lewiston Dec Uth, BenJ. A. Bodge aud 31iss
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine remains firm. We j Etnilv Rose, both of Turner.
Lecture by D. H. Ingraham, Esq. Subject—The
In Ellsworth Dec. 3d. Jud«on G. Gray and Miss ! Island of Madeira.
quoV 2 80*2 86
gal. Prices for Tar, Pitch and
Ii0*111 are steady
Per order of Committee.
Stockholm Tar is selling for 813 : Maria L. Madox; 9th, I zander Jackson and Miss
1 Goorgiaua Bovutoii: 10th, Lewis 8. Foster and Miss
brl.
decl7
F M. CARSLEY, See'y.
I Arvilia S. 5Ia*on. all of E.
ONIONS continue very scarce in this market the
In Surry Dec loth, John II. Jarvis and Mis* Ernestock not being sufficient to supply the demand, and
TO
LET.
line T. Bartlett, both of S.
prices have advanced to $34 o3| D bbl, or $1 20a 1 25
SMALL HALL, or rooms suitable for a mep bushel.
chanic's or manufacturer’s workshop.
OILS.—"The Kerosene Oil Co. established the folDIED.
decl7 di*3w
Inquire at 33b Congress street.
lowing prices for their oils on the 13th inat.: for large
| -:-lots 80 cts. 6 bbl lots
and
82} cts,
single bbls 85c p
In this city Dec 16th, Wina. daughter of John W.
gal. There has beeu no abatement from these prices
are
aud Caroline I*. Dana, ag**d * months
up to last evening.
Linseed and Whale Oils are
In this city Dec 15th. Martha Elizabetn. daughter
steady and without any change to notice. Bank and
of John B and Arviiia J. Thorndike, aged 9 years.
Shore F ish Oils haw adv anccd, and we now
quote
The Largest and Best Assortment of
In this city Doc 16th, Lizzie May. only child ot Jas.
Bank and Bay $20*29. and Shore
$24*26 p bbl.
D. ami Eliza A. Sawyer, aged 3 years 7 months.
PAINTS.—All kind* Paints are firm at recent adAt Arlington Heights, Vs.. l>ec. 9th, Alonzo A.
GIFT
vanced price*.
American Zinc is now worth $8*
Smith, of Co. F. 26Ut Me Reg., sou of Heury Smith,
of Windham. Me.
8J, and F rench do ln« 10}; and Boston and Portland
Cbo.
Lead $9 75. and Lewis Lead $10 *10 50.
In Hridgtou Oct 31st, 3Ir. Samuel 31. Lewis, aged
We notice
an advance 011 b< th ( oach and Daniar Varnishes,and
41 years.
in the city—is to be found at
In Waterford Nov 7th. Mr. Albion Monk, aged 42.
quote Damar $3 50 a 4 00, and Coach $3 25 * 5 00.
In Bridgtou Centre Nov. 29(h, Mr. Curtis Jordan,
PRODUCE—Potatoes continue to improve in price
and the demand is active at 81 3>*1 45 p bbl. or 45
aged 36 years 5 mouths.
*5o p bush. FLggs are dull and” have a drooping
No. 61 Exchange Street.
tendency ; we now quote 17 <• 18e p doa. Chicken*
IM PORTS.
are selling at 9*llc, Turkie^ 9«.12c, and Geese 9«
PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBCSfA—of every rartety of
10c 1> lb.
binding—s rery large assortment, at the lowrK(>\ ISIONS—The market is exceedingly
Ponce PR—brig Spcedaway
tear mien.
166,800 oranges, to
quiet
for all kind*.
Pork is more active at the folRoss & Sturdivant.
W all and examine Ibis Stock before purchasing
lowing quotations:
Ex. Clear 816 60 >• 17 00:
elsewhere.
dec la tjanl
1
Clear
1650@16; Mess 13 50 <i 14 : and extra do, 813 60
SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
@14 60, aud Prime 11 @1150 |> Mil. We m tice
sales of 30 lbs. old mess at 814. and 60 do No. 2 old
LANCASTER HALL.
0TKAXKR
PROM
FOR
SAILS
clear at £14 50.
Hound Hogs we quote 6J a 6}c.—
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York...Dec 3
They have been arriving quite freely. We noticed
Bavaria .Southampton.New Y'ork...Deo 3
arrival of 2m N. V. State vesterdav at the
packing
FITE NIGHTS ONLY:
Dec 4
house of Messrs. King ft Butler. Hams are scarce,
Norwegian.Liverpool.Portland
Scotia .Liverpool.New York
Dec 6
and price* nominally lOffllc.
-COMMENCINGGlasgow.Liverpool.New York Doc 10
PLASTER—We notice a decline on both hard and
Kumpa.Liverpool.Boston.Dee 13
*ott. and now quote Soft 81 75* 1 78 and Hard 81 60
Dec. 17th, 1862.
Borussia.Southampton..New Y’ork.. .Dec 17
*1 62 4> ton. The stock iu market ainouut* to about
Klim
Liverpool
.New York .Dec 17
-At. NO—

For the week ending Dec.
17,1862,prepared expressly lor the Piles*, by Mr. M. N. Rich.

a

frequent complaints, especially from subscribers in the neighborhood of
small Post-offices, that their papers are received witli great irregularity, and are frequently
soiled as if they had been much handled liefore coming to the proper owners. We do
not w ish, unless compelled to do so, to be
more specific in relation to the officials impli-

IFe have seen

from a Maine officer, at the head of Gen. Howard’s division, which conreys a eery
different
impression, but we do not feel at liberty to
copy it. By the way, what does the Argus

di-

have

in

marked the'

We send hundreds of papers to solno case where they are thus di-

case

brief but very-

a

speech of the session thus far. He further
says. “The most severe thing uttered by Mr.
Fessenden was the passage in which he reminded Powell that all that he had said about

reach its destiwith

complaints of their failure.
chaplain, to save time, had
his paper changed to the place of his location,
he failed to receive it with regularity. From
Washington the papers are sent to the regiinents to which they respectively belong. Not
one person in live, having occasion to write to
soldiers, can tell with certainty, their division,
corps and brigade, especially as these are often
changing. Write plain, and make the company
letter and the number of the regiment particularly so, and write the name of the state at
full length, so that Me. may not be mistaken
jor Mo., and there is no danger.
In one

We are

our

over

find in the

now

able speech in the Senate a few days since, on
the subject of “arbitrary arrests.” A correspondent of the Traveller says that it was the

rected have we had

more

provide.'
we

sure to

made air

put the nation-

we
we

Mr. Fessenden made

diers, and in

and greater
etl’orts must be made to furdish these sutferiug
soldiers with articles, that Government cannot

that

as

rress

me

because
about the figures
us,

ures.

plainly directed, as follows, for instance, “John
Smith, Co. 11, 17th Maine Kegiment, Washingwill be

city.
ago

Secretary's Report.—[Advertiser.
You put the public debt at one thousand
millions, and afterward*, to tie exact, set it at
upward* of nine hundred millions, while the
Secretary’s Report justifies no such statement
of the amount at the time yon made your fig-

by M. P. Wilder, you include the “Vicar of
Winklield.” As you may know something of
the
quality of this beautiful. If not always deSaco, Assistant Surgeon i
licious fruit, I hand you a sample for insertion
of-Regiment.
Stephen R. Gordon, Clinton, 2d Lieut. Co. into your editorial columns. These pears are
a lair specimen of the first
H. 19th Regiment, vice Hunter promoted.
production of the
Dumont Bunker, Fairfield, 1st Lieut. Co. K,
tree, which proved truly a most prolific bearer.
19th Regiment, vice Nichols transferred to Co.
The tree in blossom was a “sight to beC.
hold," and the fruit hung in clusters too heavy
Benjamin B. Hanson, 2d Lieut Co. K, 19th for the strength of the limbs, many of which
were broken by the weight upon them.
I
regiment, vice Bunker promoted.
counted fourteen pears on one detached limb,
Nehemiah Smart, Swunville, 2d Lieut. Co.
of
17th
them
of
most
the
size
I
vice
hand
Next
to
E,
regiment,
you.
Tapley promoted.
Leroy S. Scott, Belfast,2d Lieut. Co. B, 19th this tree for prolific bearing was a Bonne de
regiment, vice Raekliffe resigned.
Jersey, on the quince stock. From this tree
I gathered about three bushels. This tree was
Charles 1’. Mattocks, Portland, Captain Co.
A, 17th regiment, vice Savage resigned.
badly broken by the weight of its fruit.—
These pears are superior in flavor to the ViJames M. Brown, Portland, 1st Lieut. Co.
A. 17th regiment, vice Mattocks promoted.
cars—yet no garden should be without these
Edwin B. Houghton, Portland, 2d Lieut.
varieties, extending as they do together over
a long season.
Co. A, 17th regiment, vice Brown promoted.
From a little patch of ground,
about fifty feet square, I raised this season
S. Richards. Saco. 2d Lieut. Co. I,
_Sumner
17th regiment, vice Thompson promoted 1st
about ten bushels of pears, of as many differLieut. Co. K.
ent varieties, besides several bushels of other
Addison P. Russell. Houlton, 2d Lieut, Co.
fruit, such as plums, currants, strawberries,
Ac.
W. E. E.
A, Cavalry, vice Hull resigned.
Alfred S. Merrill, Bath, Captain Co. D, 3d
Our kind friend is informed that the speciregiment, vice Watson resigned.
men was “inserted” in the most approved
Woodbury Hall, Woolwich, 1st Lieutenant
Co. D. 3d regiment, vice Merrill promoted.
style, and that a single i>ear was found suffiWilliam. H. Higgins, Phipsburg, 2d Lieutcient to till a “column.”
enant Co. D, 3<1 regiment, vice Hall
promoted.
a irienu writes us m relation to the diGeorge A Ifye, Hallowed. 2d Lieut. Co. E, rection of soldiers' letters, and thinks, to make
3d regiment, vice Getchell promoted.
a sure
thing, not only the company anil regiCharles W. Low, Watervilie, 2d Lieut. Co.
ment should be stated, but the brigade, divisG, 3d regiment, vice Hamblen resigned.
ion and corps.
He is mistaken.
A letter

<

oeverai wccks

a

of 18th Regiment.
Dr. Albion Small,

nation as if covered all

no

any other paper in the

particle.
we once lulwred,
on stump and with
pen, to transfer one of
them to a seat in Conyrem, and knowing this,
they know to what “lower depths” of political
degradation we have proved ourself able to descend. We can’t say a single word in self-de-

ton, D.

state-

at the head

of our columns, that the
Press has the largest regular circulation of
We assure him that
any daily in this city ?
ment

Mu. Editor:—In your list of the six most
protltable varieties of pears, as recommended

Aid lor Disabled Soldiers.

seriously.

and then

fence. We have felt ashamed of the deed for
years, and had vainly hoped it might be charged to the indiscretions of youth.

To the E'litor of the Preen ;
Allow me to suggest to the patriotic men
and women of our State, the
necessity of a
more vigorous and united action, in favor of
our sick and wounded soldiers.

from

the Maine Second, were wounded in the batFredericksburg on Saturday last—but

enjoys ada

FISH.—The market for country trade is quiet and
stocks of tliis kind are unusually small for the season
of the year. No change of prices have taken place
since our last report. We notice sales of 8000 qtls
fish to go out of the market at full prices.
Mackerel remain quiet but firm.

im-

Z ff~~ The Hartford Post, or its unmentioned
authority, says Fernando Wood, of Xew York,
was at one time an actor of
very small parts
at the Richmond theatre, in a company under
the management of Henry Willard. He was
allowed to strut and fret for a few weeks, and

Then the

and Currents 14c. In Green fruits we are unable io
give nominal quotations, as orange.pine apples, &c.,
sell at stipulated prices, according to quality and condition.

w

the columns of the above paper, we infer that
highly of our political

Military Appointments.
Tile Augusta correspondent of the Bangor

an

bury—a brace of lawyers—and

thus

FRUIT.—We notice some decline on Raisins, ami
quote Bunch Box $4*415, and Layers 4 12} *
4 25 D box. There is some demand lor Lemons'at
82 75*3 00 p box. Citron continues firm at 40*42c,

HIDES ANDSK1XS,—We notice an advanc^on
Hides and Skin*. Slaughter Hides are now quoted
mense success at the Italian Opera in Paris. ;
6}*7}e, Green Salted $1 60*1 75. and Drv 1 20a
130.
Calcutta Cow 180 *200, and Calfskins ff
Mario met an* unfavorable reception at the
*13c.
French Opera, and threw up liis engageHOPS.—We quote growth of 1862 at 14*15c.
ment.
IRON.—All grades are firm at recent advances.
Cast Steel is now worth 22*24, German 14216c. and
”jjp"Thc walls of Fort Popham, on the riv- English Blistered do. 16*17,
ami Spring 9a 10c.
Common Iron is worth 3}*3J, Swede 6a6}.and”Sorer and seaward side, are up to the bottom of
way61*7. English Sheet Iron is held at&foJD; Rusthe embrasures for the lower tier of guns, and
sia 17*18, and imitation do 12}* 13c cash.
LEAD —There is but little doing in
the workmen arc now engaged in cutting
Pig Lead at 9}
'*9*. Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead are sellinge at 104T9
a
stone to be laid in the early spring.
10}c p lb.

the editors do not think

Skirmisher.

Mademoiselle Patti is enjoying

Z&

tle at

paper.

It might be well if other newspapwould copy this, and let it “go the rounds.”
War Department,
)

Whig gives the following list of recent appointineuts by the Governor:
Israel Henry Washburne. Orono, 1st Lieut.
Co. H, 16th Regiment, vice Libby, honorably
discharged for physical disability.
John D. Conley, Bangor, 2d Lieut. Co. II,
lOtb Regiment, vice Washburn promoted.
Dr. John S. Main. Unity, Assistant Surgeon

following
Association(contains

“thoroughbreds,” their elegance of diction, their purity
of taste, their broad Catholicity, their undoubted loyalty;—all these qualities combine
to produce a dull editorial corps such as few
papers enjoy. Here is a sample brick:
"It is a little singular that President Lincoln
has not one word to say‘in commendation of
our soldiers, or any of our officers, while more
than half of the Message is devoted to the negro question. Wooly heads, thick lips, aud
long heels, are a great ways above par now -aduys.”
From a complimentary notice of outsell in

any
now In the State

thousands of

or- We think upon reflection that our
Leeds correspondent will see it can do no

to strike in the dark.

following order which

letter from the

The Franklin Patriot is a paper of rare
qualities. It is edited by Linscot and Pillsvantages

1 send the

skulking

Superintendent

of the

brigade.

ZW~ The December term of the S. J. Court
for Sagadahoc county commenced its session

Please call the attention of the community
to the circular and to the fact that we giee all
articles of clothing sent to us directly to the
soldiers, a fact that New England aid societies shouhl remember.
The number of patients here at the present
time is much less than at any previous period
since July, there being less than 7000. Of these
Massachusetts has the largest number of eitiier
of the New England States; Maine and Vermont follow' next in order.
It is expected that about 5000 patients will
be brought here from the hospitals in and
around Washington, within a short time.
I
hardly know how we arc to supply the demand
for flannel shirts and stockings that is sure to
follow this influx ot new patients.
We have organized a sewing circle of the
New England ladies, who meet at our headquarters once a week, aud sometimes twice, for
the express purpose of making flannel shirts;
with ail this, and the donations w’e receive,
cannot begin to supply the demand.
We
want at least 500 to-day. The neglect of the
Government to supply this most needed of all
under garments is really shameful, and when
you remember that the demand of which we
speak is only for New England patients, you
can form some idea of how short the Government supply is.
I have had to send away from
our rooms to-day, at least a dozen poor fellow s
who had crawled or hobbled here for the purCan you give me a flannel
pose of asking,
sliiit?" I only wish the people of New England
could feel this necessity as I know it to exist.
Shirts or money would be sure to roine to us.
1 had no id«*a of writing half this w hen I
began, but I w ish the fact could reach every
benevolent heart.
Our future reports will be much more perfect and systematic than this.
We are just
changing the method of keeping our Register.
Yours Truly,
E. F. Houghton.

uniform courtesy and urbanity.
His
loss will be felt by all connected with the various departments here, whose best wishes and

lives.

The

Informed that the ltlth Maine

are

in active command of his

duty. Discharged, or Died.

by his

Franklin
est courage, but to no purpose.
drives hack the enemy’s right, commanded by
Stonewall Jackson, for a mile most obstinately

of our sick and wounded sons and broth-

woolen shirts.

within three weeks.

family

gers it is said, is untrue. llis horse fell upon
him. and he was only slightly bruised, and is

—

where his services have been very valuable,
and in which position he has won many friends

protected by flanking rifle pits, fall
form under fire, displaying the cool-

and

readers is invited to

Piiii.aiiei.phia, Dec. 11,1802.
To the Editor of the Portland Press:
Herewith 1 send you the list of the Maine
soldiers in the U. S. Hospitals in this city and
vicinity amt at Chester. These reports we
shall hereafter give every month, and shall
furnish with them the changes that have taken
place during the month. say, Returned to

has been given by the War Dechange the 18th Maine Regiment,
Col. Chaplin, to a regiment of heavy artillery.
Col. Bomford. of the ltitli Regular infantry,
has reported to the Governor for duty, having
been assigned to the post lately occupied by
Maj. Gardiner who has been ordered to Indianapolis.
Jeremiah Feuno, Esq., of Bangor, has recently received an appointment of Paymaster
in the Army.
Major Fenuo has been long
connected with the Adjutant General’s office,

await an

We

widely prevalent in
Dover, three have

In

regiment are now well clothed, are in good
military condition, and in good spirits.
D^“The reported wounded of Gen. Meg-

authoritative statement of the extent and imperative nature of this want:

who have gone to the war, and will grateremember them.

part meat

within his intrenchments. If Burnside should he beaten then, routed with a
river in his rear spanned by only four floating

back and

wants

is still

State of Maine.

died in one

ers,—and first of all, the pressing need of

On every
to be proud of her

reason

ty~Dlptherla
the

title, “Aid for Disabled Soldiers.” Some
plan should aud must be adopted to supply the

fully
Authority

assault

nence

Maine has

account

Rappahannock,

means to

the

sons

The rebel guns are almost silent. It
that Gen. Lee wants to meet Burn-

plain

printed this morning under

in the least to the Maine soldiers.

ericksburg.—"to hr followed by Major Gen.
Hooker’s,” says the telegraph. Gen. Franklin’s grand division crossed about three miles
is

our

the communication

Howe reports, the late disturbance among the
troops quartered in New York did not apply

surroutidiug the city. On Friday Gen. Sumner's grand division crossed the river at Fred-

below.

serious attention of

of this there have been received $289,738.08.
The amount deposited and bearing interest is

ality their opposition springs (torn the fact that
it imposes some additional labor and care upon those
very patriotic and sacrificing officers.
It is very gratifying to know that, as Col.

riflemen,

the

Editors Press :—The total amount allotted
monthly by the Maine soldiers is $122,931.05:

$11,555.00 monthly; of this, there have been
received $30,302.00. These figures1 taken from
official sources, sufficiently prove the wisdom
and utility of the allotment system, notwithstanding certain paymasters pretend to regard
it a- Inexpedient ami inoperative, when in re-

A week ago to-night the artillery and pontoon trains were moving into position before
The telegraphic report of

SELECTED.

AND

now

Association, published
in yesterday morning's Press, explains sufficiently its organization and purpose. We are
compelled to postpone the publication of the
list of Maine soldiers in hospital at or near
Philadelphia till tomorrow. Meanwhile the

of Me. Soldiers—
Hear;/ Artillery—Col. Bomford—Mnj. Fenno—lti/ft llegiment
Important Order—
Soldiers in Hospital at Philadelphia.
Augusta, Dec. 10,1802.

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

ORIGINAL

The circular of this

Allotments—Good Conduct

Wtduesduy Morning. December IT, 1802.

Fredericksburg.
Thursday's movements

New England Soldiers' Itelief Association.

oar

Oysters, Oysters!
OYSTERS lust received at go
T. S HATCH'S,
gnllwa. at
Fresh

dec 15 2w

No. 115

crate

Exchange

aer

Street.

Oystors.
Schs. "J. Freeman" and “Lookout" have arrived
with OYSTERS. For sale at the old prick, at

No.

Federal Street,

s,"

East of Elm House.
decl3 2wised

JAM F.S

FKKEMAN.

Oysters.
This day
sale at

8 0

arrived,

a

CENTS
At

lot of

FRESH OYSTERS, for

r K R
GALLON,
ATWOOD'S,

•*5 Congress Street.

Portland, Dec. 13.

cd2w

NOTH E.
mills certifies that I have given to my *on. Edgar
£. L. Flint his time from this date. He is at lib*
erty to transact business for himself, aud 1 shall claim
none of his earnings, nor pav any of his debts.

KLF.AZER FLINT.

Witness—Jeremiah Dow
Baldwin. December 11. 1*52.

dcclfl

d3t^

MATTERS

ABOUT

TOWN.

United States District Court.
WAKE, J.,

PRESIDING.

KVE\I.\«
--

PAPERS.

o

Headquarters Army

Potomac, |
j
line of the enemy’s
of

Dec. 14, 1802.
We have carried the first

in the case, decreed petitioner oue
proceeds of tbe sale of the

works opposite the town and three miles below, and hope to gain the crest of the hill today. Our loss in killed and wounded is estimated at about 5000.

half of the net

deducting the ajnouut due the
legal expenses. Howard 4 Strout
for pelitiouer.
A w rit of habeas aortitis having been issued
from the Court to Sheriff Pennell, directing
schooner,

Portland

Burnside.

sold

crew

TO

after

and all

Washington,

New York, Dec. 10.
The Herald states that the whole number of

killed,wounded and missing in

Franklin’s

to Twiggs.
longing
Mr.
offered

Press.

McDougal

division is 5002.
The National Intelligencer of Monday says
the engagement, contrary to what appears to
have been the general expectation, was not
Jail without due process, Mr. Penuell ap- :
resumed yesterday.
peared. He represented that these two men
The enemy was engaged in extending and
were arrested by the constable of
Cape Eliza- strengthening his works, and our army was
taking care of its wounded and burying such
beth as deserters. That they had enlisted, one
of its dead as could he recovered from the
in the 17th and the othdr in the 25th regiments,
battlefield.
and had received the bounties. In order to
Gen. Burnside was reinforced in the course of
the
day by Gen. Sigel's corps. He unquestiongive time to prove these allegations the hearably had good reasons for delaying another
ing was postponed to Friday at 11 o’clock. attack
upon the enemy’s lines.
Anderson & Webb appeared for the petitioners,
and T. A. Deblois, Esq., Acting District AttorFrom Hilton Head.—Arrival of a Transport
ney, for the Government.
Steamer in Distress.—The Banks Expedi-

j
j

j
|

i
!
!

tion.

TERM.—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.

]

joint

|

|

ed me more

BT-We

are

informed by Vine who lias lieen

1

connected with the

commissary department in
slightest truth in the statements made liy some of
the soldiers that their rations are neglected,
some ilays having none, and that since
they
have been here they have had no vegetables
at ail.
The difficulty that occurred on Sunday uigbt is susceptible of explanation, and it
will be explained from a proper source.

the 7lh

Regiment,

that there is not the

j

^jr"*The Turin papers announce the arrival in that city of Kiapka, Kossuth ami Teleki, who. it is added, are preparing to start for
Greece, with a large number of Hungarian*.

Destruction

of the Town

of Concordia.

ern inent.

The Union Troupe of Fancy Glass
Workers and Glass

Spinners, will give a few
entertainments at Lancaster Hall, commencing this evening. It is said to be a very interesting exhibition.

There will also be an
hibition for children, this afternoon.

ex-

CT-Tlx- lecture before the Mercantile Library Association this evening will be delivered
by Rev. Dr. Hedge of Brookliue, Mass. His
subject will be “Federalism,” or “Life In the
Middle Ages.”

Imt does not inform its readers that this same

“drunken” Texian was at one time the democratic candidate for the
speakership against
John Sherman.
r

At the present moment, if a
lady is inCompiegue as the Empress

vited to stay at

Eugenie’s guest

week,
with her no less than twenty-eight different
toilets, for the lair guests are expected to
dress lour times a day, and it isn't at all the
thing to ap|>ear twice in the same costume.
I

she must take

a

The New Orleans Delta says that the

Mi—i—ippiau puhli«iies de-patch conveying
surprising intelligence that ex-president
a

the

Buchanan

»\F°"Tbe sort weather, with the rain for two
days past, lias so reduced the snow that yesterday teams heavily loaded found it easier to
get along on wheels than ou runners.

for

will he

a

candidate

Pennsylvania Ia'gislatun
dignity of U. S. Senator.

All

Quiet around Nashville.—Burning of
Hospital.
Louisville, Dec. 15.

a

The Nashville cars arrived on time. Allis
quiet along the road. There is nothing new
south of Nashville, except a slight and unimportant skirmish at Woodsnnville yesterday.
The hospital opposite Mumfordsviile was
burnt to-day. The soldier* were all removed.
From California.
San Francisco, Dec. Id.
The steamship Maws Taylor returned this
in
morning consequence of breaking her shall
on the 12th last., in a severe gale, when 500
miles down the coast. She must lie idle until
a new shaft is ordered from New York.

before the

this winter for the

Bailroad Accident.

Albany, Dec. 10.
His purpose la slat- |
The freight train on the Hudson Kiver railed to be to vindicate himself before the couu- I
road ran off the track at Tivoli. Several cars
try.
were badly damaged.
No persons injured.

44

44

4‘

custom

**

made.

De not purchase a pair an leas a trade stamp i*
on each pair.
All other* are imitation*.
Portland. Dec. 9. 1*52.
dcc9 3weod

dliug uplands.

I

of Coodi fcf tbe

\

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.
splendid,

new

powerful

and

Steamship “MavrocorDATOB,” A 1.
12 years, 1200 tons, 500 horse power—
_T. S. Ewen. Commander, will leave
1'ortiauu on or about the 2*>tla inst. Has first rate
accommodations for lNMNftfSM, first, second and
third class. For freight or passage applv to
FREER, HOYD It CO..
British Consulate Office, Exchange Street.

FURS!

FOR

7?u

to

Liverp«H>l—declining;
ships' bags.

flour Is fid

;

in bulk aud

FURS!!

FURS!!!

FOR BALK AT

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
Fitch and

River Sable

Furs,

SALE AT SHAW'S.

FOR

Fun exchanged,
nov27 4wedif

altered

and

repaired.

Shirt*.

Shirt*,

fitting

IF

X E W

personal

attention

to

the

same.

Niiades,

Sign*.

Ilanuer*. Ornumental and

I’iinrj' Fainting,

EXECUTED

TO

ORDER.

SHADES,
ed aud

AT

of all

put up

...

short

mg

useful

for

those

by

Bank Notice.

JOHN

B.

Horticultural fleeting.
is hereby given that the annual meeting
N’OTK’E
of the PORTLAX/) HORTICULTURAL Sit
CIETV stands adjourned to 7$ o’clock of 3Iouday
Evening, December 22d inst., w hen officers for the

has

An epigram
expressed very neatly
the reason of Nepoleon the Third's remarkaensuing year will be chosen, aud such other business
ble silence on the subject of Greece. “France” j transacted as may be legally brought before it.
S. It.' IlKChKTT, Secretary.
it sajs. “is too much occupied in introducing
Portland. December 13, IMS.
td
civilization into Mexico to find time to
suppress it in Greece”

down—the papers say.

WANTEDj NOW!

j
!

!

7,500 MINK,
-4,000 FOX,
0,000 MUSK HAT.
Highest prices paid at HARRIS' HAT STORE,
Dec. 8—2wed
Opposite Post-office.

J

j

CLOTHING,

Furnishing Goods,

will

Estate,
!

CHAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE Til R1SI!
20 HOUSES, at prices from 91000 to 96000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from 3200 to 93000.
2.000. 000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND.
2 STORE LOTS ou Commercial Street.

MOSEN

GOULD,

l> staim.

THROUGH TICKETS
NEW

TORE. PHILADELPHIA. BALTI-

TOMORE and

WASHINGTON, and toa>lpartaof
the WEST and SOUTH and NOUT 11 WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the Axr-sr Ik*ton
rates, for nale by
W D LITTLE. Agent.
Oat. 2
< Mlire 31 Exchange St.
dtf

JR.

A RARE CHANCE!

-HAS REMOVED TO-

No. 27 Market

Will be on
a FEW days

Square,

where he will execute in an artistic manner all kinds
of ORXAMEXTAL PAIXTIXG, such as Signs.Curtains. Hauliers. Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, Ac.
A loug aud thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the busiue*.*. and several years study
of the higher branches of the Art, have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of work in the
most elegant styles. and he hopes by diligence aud
constant attention to busiucss, to merit the patronage of the public
LF CARD SJGXS of all varieties painted to
order.
JOHN B IU’DSOX.Jr.,
dec4 d4w
No. 27 Market Square.

GFOICGF A. SI

NO. 162
a

manufacturing

on

FUR

hand,

from the best

Every

r. S. Marshall Sale.
United States

nil of which will be sold on the most reasonable tu
£JT"Call before purchasing elsewhere.

or

America, \

District of Maine, ss.
)
to a Writ of Venditioni Exponas, to
ine directed, from the Hon. Asftur Ware,
Judge
of the Uuitcd States District Court, within and tor
said District of Maine, I shall expose and tell at
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, the (blowing property and niorchaudnce at the time and
place within said District, ns follows, via:
At the Custom Hoi st Building ou Fore Street,
in Portland, on FritUt^, the twenty-sixth day qf December current, at 11 o’clock A. M.,

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, «fcc., Ac.,

PURSUANT

rns.

fiubjic

21

AGFAC*

Ten Thousand Four Hundred Cigars*
The same having been decreed forfeit to the United
States in the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this tenth day of December. A D l*».
F A QUIN BY,
U. 8. Deputy Marshal. District of Maine.
declO dl.it

—

,

No. 275 F Street,

J W. HATHAWAY.
Maine State

TORE.

whose established reputation of thirty year* renders
too superiority of their Pianos familiar as "household
word*.’’
These instruments sing their own praises. Any
person desirous of obtaining a superior Piano for
a very little money, should call and examine these
instrument*, a* they mtht and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure in showing the
beauties of the*e iustrunn-uts to auy and all who
may favor him with a call.
I.JT“Recollect this is a rare chance, aud for a few
E. II. OSBORN,
days only.
Agent for tin- Manutacturera.
Piauo sold with the written guarantee of
the Makers.
dee8 dtf

GOODS,

AND

MIDDLE STREET,

Direct Bora the manufactory of

-CONSISTING OK-

NAIVE

for

choice assortment of

LIGHTE tr BRADBURY,.NEW

SSKKAUT,

Manukacturkr, has

exhibition and for sale
only, in the Store

Piano-Fortes,

NO. 120 MIDDLE STREET,
and

74 Middle St.,

nov27 dtf

Pianos !

liinson,

Agent, Washington. D. C

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

THOS. G. I.ORING,

INTERNAL REVENUE.

A potlieoar y
First Collection District, .Maine.

—

,

AND-

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER.
Devotes

pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Congress entitled “An Act to provide Interna! Revenue to support the tioveriuneut and
pay the iutervst
on t 1m* public debt,** approved duly 1st. 1*62. 1 hereby give notice that I have received from the Assessor
of the First Collection District in the State of Maine,

IN

the annual Lists ot Taxes and Duties assessed in the
aud the mouthlv List tor the
month of
months ol October and November. 1862. that the
said faxes aud Duties have become due aud payable,
aud that 1 will be in attendance at my office,* over
Store No. 93Commercial Street, Portland, from the
tirst to the fifteen»h day of January. 1*63, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting Licenses to all persons witluu that portion of the r'irst
District included in the County of Cumberland
Aud 1 further give notice, wild call atteutiou to the
fbllowiug provisions of the Act:
“All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
:i« atdrr-anl i-*. —od upon tln-m. to the
and tar. s.
Collector or 1a- Deputies, within the time* above
shall b> liable to pay ten per crutum atldittotntf ujhtn the amount thereof.”
And I would also call attention to the following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
“If any person or person* shall exercise or carry
on any trade or busittess hereinafter mentioned, for
the exercising or carrying on which trade or business
a license is mini red by this act, without taking out
such license as iu that India!f required, he, she, or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
a penalty egual to three times the amount of the duty
or sum of money imposedfor such license.”
NATH L J MILLER.
Collector of 1st Collection District
in the State of Maine.

September,

fllllK two cent tax stamp must be affixed to all
.1. chocks aud sight draft* over ttrenty
rt,when
offered at any Hank in this city, after Saturday, the
13th inst., or payment will be refused.
On and after January 1st, the appropriate
stamp
will be required ou notes aud drafts payable on time.
Per order.
dec-5 fweod*

OF TH*

Styles of

Removal.

SKATE, (Patented.)

<11 AS. DAY,Jr., Ill Middle St.
not 20 Sw

the

STOCK

HtVEtTXEYTg

Communications to be addressed to

Support—and
they are especially
weak ankles. For sale
hat

many. In making the necessary preparations
for interment it was discovered that in the

we

Pteal

]

Portland, Me.

Iiorts,

of

sell at prices to suit the times.
Portland, Nov. 19. 1962.
dtf
which

cost to the claimant.
2— To protect soldiers or sailors, and their families,
from imposture and fraud.
3— To prevent fhlse claims from being made against
the Government.
4.—To give gratuitous advice and information to
soldiers ami sailors or their families ueediug it.
LF- The Board of Directors supervise and control
tlie entire buxines* of the Association, and the character and standing of those gentlemen will be a guarante** to the public that the business of the society
will be conducted with fidelity and economy.
All applications relating to the business of the AsI sociation, whether bv letter or in person, should be
made to
U. TRACY HoWE. Secretary,
dec 15 eod4w
No. 11 Railroad Exchange.Boston

Soldiers’ Refief Aisoiiitio

STONEHAM'Sj

THE ULONDIN

of London reminds one of New-York some years ago: the
garotte excitement is in the former city in lull
force; bauds of organized assassins and marauders in formidable numbers prowl up and

Gentlemen’s

The object$ of the Aneociation are—
1— To secure to soldiers or sailors, aud their famior pension, Ac., at the least

—

fllUESE Skates are intended to cover deficiencies
JL of skates heretofore made, and especially in Ladies' and Gents' Skakes, with the Patent Ankle Supwhich need only to be seeu aud tried to insure
or them a ready sale.
They are made from the best
materials, latest styles, and ol superior workmanto skate well in les than
cun
learn
Any
person
ship
one-fourth ot the time, bv using the Patent Ankle

Jewish woman, who lived by begdied a short time since at Flatow, tier-

styles

FULL

Latest

lies. any claims for pay

oc21 tf

American Gold,.132
United States demand notes
127
United States fi's 1881 coupon*.104
Uuitcd States 5's of 1874 cou|»ons,. 92J
T.-eacurv 7 3-10ths.1031
United States 6* one year certificate. 9fii
Missouri fi's.62

dailv receiving the lat-

OBJKCTS.

notice,

81

Harlem preferred.
61
Michigan Central,.
92?
Erie preferred,.93?

A

DIKE* ToKS

Something I<r ew !

Hudson,. 75,
Harlem.
2rtj

are

desirable

HEADY-MADE

..

Judge Hoar.
Martin Brimmer,
J<**eph Coolidge,
Gt-orge B. Emerson,
Edward Atkinson,
William Appletou,
Richard Frothing ham,
Quincy A. Shaw,
( harles E. Norton,
George 8. nillard,
Geo. Wm Bond.
Patrick Donahoe,
James Freeman Clarke, F. W. Lincoln, Jr.

dimensions, made, letterat

dec 12 eod3m

Erie.61J

most

ALSO,

_

STORE

78-

hand, and

on

and

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy Doeskins and Cassimeref.

WALDO HIGGINSON, Treasurer.
U. TRACY HOWE. Secretary.

not

Michigan Southern,.
3*,
Pacific Mail. .12b?
New York Central,.I08l

KF“T lie preseht condition

E X GLAND.

No. 120 .Middle Street.

Cleveland k Pittsburg. 46*

rags which she had worn was secreted
sum of six thousand thalers.

Have
est

JUSTICE BKiELOW, rKuiDixT.
1
JOHN A. ANDREW.
AMOS A LAWRENCE, I ie® 1 "»»*«»«•■

aul2eodtf

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,

New Youk. Dec. 10.
Hoard—Stocks are quite active aud higher.
Chicago & Rock Island,. 80,
Cleveland k Toledo,. fib

ging,

At 02 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom House,

All the Latest Styles of

Market Square,

27

Window

Second

scrip,.

GARDINER A It ROW A,

CHIEF

and is constantly
IMPORTER

Orders respectfully solicited by 3lr*. Moflott, who

will pay

Stock Market.

Illinois Central

95 MIDDLE STREET.
oc29 dtf

N. I. MITCHELL.

stock.

MRS. A. MOF FOTT’S,

grain

Chicago.

tr< allia before purchasing eWewdiere. and •••
yourself !

[Or

GENTLEMEN,
shirt, please
you want a cheap aud perfect
leave your measure for Sirs. A. MOr FOTT's celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
aud good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

No. IftS 1-2 Middle SI.

Galena k

Price* to *uit the Times !

Laud,

Pork—dull ami

7 (a.

FURNISHING GOODS,

N». I 1 Kuilrond Exrhnnyr.UoxIon,Maat.

Fine Aaierieaa Sable Farsi

Beef—lower.

(a 4o.
Freights

Clothing,

dec9

No.

unchanged; Mess 14 00 « 14 12}.
for fair refilling.
Sugars—quiet; Muscovado
Coffee—dull and heavy; Rio 29?; Savauilia 31.
Molasses—New Orleans in lair request; sales at 30

Clollist,

WAR-CLAIM ASSOCIATION

Bakery,

STAR LINE"

BEZ5 RKCBIV11IO

New find Desirable Styles of

Protective

Again!”

Steamships.

H">h

Middle Street.

■AT*

I

DAY. Jr.

dec9 tf

^ °f

ROLLINS & BOND

street.

i Portland
j
nov4 codtf

where will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close application to business, and an endeavor to
plea*e,to merit a share of patrouage.

The

darn'”"*011

^

Ku. 0S

OK FICE.

71. B RADISH.
FLOl’R by the barrel, or in less

"

NEW V ALL GOOlIS
For Gentlemen's Wear.

—also—

live year*. h< ha- returned to
purchased of Mr. Thoina* Richards hi* iuterest in
the

Of

oeOO

one on Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 127 Middle Street,

twentyhis native place and

77WHITE

DBERING,

!

can

Two Lots of

undersigned would inform his old friends
rpHE
1. and tlii‘
that after an absence of

for tuid-

Flour—State ami Western a shade firmer; SuperHue State 6 75 ft 590; Extra do 610 c, 6 25; Round
Hoop Ohio 0 70 « 6 75; Western 5 75 « 0 60; Southern firmer;
Mixed to good 0 85 a. 7 10; Fancy and
extra 7 25 •• 0 00; Canada firmer; Extra 6 15 ft s 25.
Wheat—tirtm r; Chicago spriug 120 ,a 120; Milwaukee club 1 25 ft 133; Winter Red Western 1 39
(ft 1 43; While Michigan 1 56; Red State 1 44 a 1 45
tor winter.
Corn—more active; Mixed Western 76 @ 77 for
shipping; 72 ft 75 for Eastern.

BY

HisEx.

quantities

’’

200 Bbla. Cboiee Brand FLOl'R. for Ihmile
un. b7
HI Fl s

at this office, or No. 92 Exchange
gt.,
hear «»f a chance to buv a “MILK
KOI rK,” in which tliere i* nut a customer who ha*
faih«d to pay hi* monthly Ml*. A favorable chance
i* thu* offered to any one a ho may wbh to
engage in
th** buxine**, or to eiilarge hi* present “route,
nov 12 eodtf

Spruce

11-4 Nliflclle Street.

GOOD FAMIL Y

HARRIS BROTHER*
M Tor* Mm.

blisds. lath*, clat-

inquiry

one

POCKET DIARIES lor 1863.

Street

...,

Which they offer at

PHOTOGRAPHIC AL/U MS, ladies and gentsskate*, parlor skate*.hoys’ cheat* of tools, mcerauauni
pipe*. do cigar holder*, girl* and boys sled*—together with a large assortment of Ciiili>rex'b Toys.
ZSt*E \'EnGREEXS by tlie yard, and in wreaths.

Washington

.t

"1

BOARDs—I;.a*hki*.
itt»*d and Konih
OtT»IDE SAS11E8 oa hand.

tf_

tkaaaw,dtwdiooi, jidKkiwi huttos’ Am travelling tiag*. portmoiiuaiew, shell ami pearl card cases,

public,

!■

no«24

For Sale.
THE IIorsEon the corner of Prospect and Casco streets—the ba*«-inent
tiiiished for a Store. A good stand for
a family Grocer.

coming

New pattern* of Silver Fruit Knives and Silver Napkin King*; work-boxes, writing desk*, port folio*,reticule*, ladle- and geut*’ dressing case*, ladies companioii*. brush and comb boxes, segar canes, gents'
small ham! trunk*, checker and backgammon board*,

“Home

H o’clock.

The large Houm- on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Street*, recently occu*
bv Mr*. ('. A. Richard* a* a boarding Iioum-.
l'o*ae«*H>u given immediately. For particular* enquire of
JOHN C. PRIM-TOR

<**»

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,

( HAS.

D.,

deel2i*.d.f
deel2
leedtf

tjrai»kille Baxd

flTIIE commodious Chumt.i r in the northerly eorof the new brick block,. oruer of Lime
and
Milk Streets, directly
facing the market. Rent ow
Enquire at office of
OCT..\N INSURANCE CO..
U
a
,as^
16.1862
dtr
8ept.
N<» 27 l.vdtange 8f.

STHEET.

consisting of

FOSTER,

Ml o III. we*.
U i HHDS SWEET CLAYED,

to Let.
Commercial Street, head of llubsou s Wharf
Inquire of Jll HAM LEX.
sepVtf
office on Hobson’s Wharf.

PRESENTS.

dec.S iseodtjaul

Portland.

pied

and New Years

»u>nUve

I

lit1*2* h**4 of L,,i<>" Wh"rf

" ‘

To Ltd.

1

ANHoliday *,

CjW.

11

,,,

71 ilk Koute for Nnlr.

tsr Remember the place,

fifij

ON

43* 15 «Sr 4? Union Street*

I

r

Cooper's Shop

C. F. THRASHER & CO.,

MIDDLE

lapboards—planed.

Flour, F|our.
BRAND* of W-uon, ,nd r.n^,.
T»E
■**£
A F amilv
nnrt:,
ahraya be r"uud m?w
871 C
grew erect, at fair phee.-lbr.ale h,

CHRISTMAS

THE

PLUMER PATENT ROOTS.

114

•

WRITS DIMF.NsioN.sii

Are perfectly eaty when first put on.require no break*
iur in, do uot di*tre*« the feet at a!!
One cau walk
all day and not feel tired in the auklea or feet.
They
conform to the natural organization of the feet—
therefore make no corn* or bunion*, and tho*c * ho
an- *u(ferinx w itti those trouble* will find jrn-at iaI b\ *cri
\\
aw
a
lull
a-.»rtni<iit of rlutner Boot*, made with the princi*
pie fully tarried out.

Uhristmas

#.

,.r*pvBo*r,,»
t

im

Portland, Dee

TO LET.
Easterly Touem<nt of the House on Spring
Street, known B the Rolf. Hons.
Enquire of
Llct rr —dtf
S. J. ANDERSON.

2.25
2.00

44

••

Hank.

lOO.OW Extra Cedar
Hhlnglea.

I

LL»

To Let.

Last,

«•

FOR SALE & TO LE T. 300
000“»*•«
6.nno Sugar Box Mlnnkw

f2.W

44

•

a.

FOKSALE.

400
fi.ot)

*•

m

commeuce at

Ladie«’ Balmoral Boot*.

lork Jiarket.

sales tri Hi ug at 00 «,

Daucing to

riumerLaat.98 00
tap-sole.-4 44
8.50

Ladk*»’ Calf Balmoral*.
Ladie-' French Call Balmoral*. Plumer
Ladic*' English Goat Tap-.Sole do.

.
0

outaide

44

New York, Doc. 16.

Cotton—quiet;

lu crossing the Rappahannock at Fred^
8lrKPRISE ANI) ROUT OK REBELS.
ericksburg, Gen. Howard bad the division, j
formerly Sedgwick's, ami was in the van, hi i
Cairo, Dec. 15.
tlie post of danger.
Tlie steamer Lake City was burned by guerrillas at Concordia on Monday. Tlie next day
By-Orpheus C. Kerr says that ‘'umbrellas
tlie gunboat Desoto burned I'orty-two houses
and horses are near relations, my boy.
We
Most of the baggage belonging
at Concordia.
are pleased to learn that Governor
put one up when it rains, and we rein the i to the passengers on the Lake City Was recovWashburn hat sent to the “Camp Hospital As- :
ered. The citizens state that they did all they
other up when we ‘put.’
could to prevent the guerrillas from burning
sociatiou," of this city, Oue Hundred Dollars i
The English papers delight to expati- j the boat, and had sent a courier to Helena,
from the fund so generously bestowed
by Mr.
Before the courier arate upon Geu. Butler’s “barbarism.” During j Ark., for protection.
Lewis T. Merrow of Glasgow ; wbo desired
rived, however, the Desoto hail destroyed the
the week ending Nov. 15tli. food was distribthat it might Is- bestowed where “It might setown.
uted in bis department, and by his order, to j
cure the greatest amount of relief to the
(ten. Hovey’s expedition had returned to
greatover
-5)1)9
of
families
Helena. The results sum up 100 rebels killed,
British birth, comprising
est sufferers.”
and captured, and our loss thirtywounded
over 17,000 persons.
That is not more than
four killed, wounded and missing.
half
of
the
whole
!
number
lie
had to relieve
Petitions are iu circulation throughout
The army of (Jen. Slocum has returned to
the Stats-, asking the coming
Legislature to
jy“The experiment of Thanksgiving Day Memphis.
The rebel army of the Mississippi is said to
include ale, porter, Ac., iu the
category of indid not prove a great success in Canada. The
be between Jackson and Canton. (Jen. Grant
toxicating drinks. We also understand that
is at Oxford with his force.
An immediate
papers describe it as dull anil stupid, and
strong petitions are iu preparation for similar
advance of our forces is not expected.
blame the Governor-General for setting forth
Two regiments of Federal infantry and one
presentation, asking that the death penalty the “bountiful harvest” as a cause of Thankscompany of cavalry surprised a band of rebels
may be enforced in capital offences.
giving, when in reality it was the “worst ever numbering 2.000 at Tuscumbia on Saturday,
known.”
completely routing them. Their loss in killed
CT-The steamer Daniel Webster having
and wouuded is unknown.
Our forces caphad her alterations completed, and been thor^ The Boston Post gives circulation to
tured seventy prisoners, a number of horses,
and burned the baggage of the rebels.
Our
oughly repaired, sailed yesterday for New old Sam. Houston’s fling at Gov. Hamilton, as
loss was four killed ami fourteen w ouuded.
York. Capt. Deering goes in command of her.
a “drunken
vagabond,” or some similar epithet
On her wheel house she hears the title “Expounded” She has been chartered
by Gov-

**

...

on

U*

i»>

It A

*

for nie be

by Chaxolkr

Music

Plumer Boots! Plumer Boots!
44

ER

HPr«e»-

555

A Grand Ball!

MISCELLANEOUS.

44

N c AST

Arrafif
Chica*aw

**

•'

Aujru«ra
"
I'nion
aori.nn) fret 11m
Shipping Boards-

whicli uccAsion t lie re will be
evtea
The firth will be on .V£TM' YEAR’S El
E
with extra DAftcEt*. to dance the old
rear out aud
the New 1 ear in. The course wilfclose
with

off under Ids command, under tlie conviction
that he never gets defeated.”
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foar,h Assembly will be
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71 lw Bbl*.

Or
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Daxce*.

favorably,

French Calf Hoot*.

At Wholesale

commencing on
Tuesday Evening, December 24.

with

—

new

Air LA

lighting man. and to all intents and
purposes, a loyal mail. The divisions move
man,

tlie British steamer Cadmus had arrived there
and reports seeing a large fleet entering Cape
Fear river.

Return of Gen. Hovey's Expedition.

SIX

COCUI

POST^"«

U if I Bl'BIIKLft Extra Mealing Torn
“S Bb!r »«*« Mill* Flour

The Friends of Temperance
WILL GIVE A

nr

MERCHANDISE'
\

-Life |n thl. Middle

cent* each—to be had at raine>
Music .Store, the Bookstore*, ami at the door.
Lecture to commence at 74 o'clock.
Portland. Dec. 16. 1862.
tri

in all respects, than
any officer in the United States service, with
whom 1 have come in contact. He is a live

1

diers.

citizens,

and

or

Evening Ticket* 60

coutldence. I have had three interviews with
him, in his own quarters, and lie has impress-

ter.)

A.

^SPBJECT—"Federalism,”

in the bombardment.

inspires officers, privates,

mk.£F

new city hall.

2y Parsou Browniow says of Gen. Rosecrans, that “he is driving matters ahead, and

Tilley and Bridget Rooney, Evacuation of Fredericksburg bj our Army.
two of the clothes-line thieves, pleaded guilty j
llttiH/t .uttKits A it \iv ok Potomac, i
Conscript Ion of Exiled Kentucky and TenTuesday, Dec. 10.—1.45 P. M. j
the former, to the larceny of a mirror, the
neseean*.
During last night the army evacuated their
property of Thomas Markey, and the latter, of
|s>sitiou on the opposite side of the river. The 1
a water-proof cape, the property of Chas. II.
movement was a perilous one hut was conductWoodward-* Cavalry Disbanded.
sd in safety. Our artillery was the first to
Adams. They were sentenced to ta*o mouths
cross, the last of the infantry brought up the |
imprisonment in the County jail.
rear shortly after daylight.
The enemy never
Nashville, Dec. 13.
George C. Ervin, a tad, for thron ing snow- ! discovered the movement until too late to do jj
A party ol rebel cavalry yesterday grossly
bulls in the streets, was flned one cent and I us any harm. As soon as the last man was
j violated a flag of truce by dashing on a
over the pontoon bridges were removedjeiitting
coats, amounting to $3,42.
was passed.
detachment of the 4th Michigan cavalry .which
aff all communication. Our wounded are all
Mr. Potter announced the death of Mr.
Wm. Maguer, arrested for taking the horse
was awaiting a reply, and captured .V) of them.
>afe on this side of the river. There was a
Luther Jlaucbett, representative irom WisconThere is no prospect of a general advance
and sleigh of James Carlin, was discharged.—
icavv wind all last night
with considerable
sin.
of the rebels. The rebels have an increased
Carlin stating that he should have let him had
lain, which assisted us in preventing the rebels
The usual resolutions were passed.
force at Nolinsville. Forrest lias not been at
from
our
intentions.
the horse, had he known who it was.
learning
Amounted.
Charlotte. Our forces are still at Clarksville.
Paul L. Cloudman, of Westbrook, was conThree hundred of Woodward’s rebel cavalWashington Gossip.
victed of being a common drunkard, and was
ry came in with their arms, refusing to light
Return of the Transport Niagara.
New Yoke, Dee. 10.
| for the Southern Confederacy any longer.
sentenced to 30 days in tbe County House ot
The Washington correspondent of the Com- !
The weather is stormy.
Correction. He appealed, and furnished suremercial Advertiser, under date of the 15th, ;
|.Special diejnitch to A’eic York Tribune.]
Pacts relative to her Seaworthiness.
ties to prosecute his appeal.
says, should any mishap occur before Preder- j Col. Ducat, of Gen. Rosccrans stall-, sent out
to ascertain the facts concerning the violation j
icksburg, it may lead to a re-construction of
the Cabinet and the re-call of Gen. McClellan
of a flag of truce, reports that the flag retired ! Another Vessel
Ordered to Proceed in her
B»“By reference to our Municipal Court
to the command of the army. Every one is
to the rebel camps under an escort of the capStead.
report, it will be noticed that the two other
our
men.
Some
excited, feverish and impatient.
turing party, taking
flrikg
The same correspondent say* the censorship
ami
clothes-line thieves have been punished. The
a
lew
are
dead
and
occurred,
reported
will not allow any war news to go over the
wou nded.
offenses of these two females were slight, and
wires unless approved by Gen. Burnside.
The rebel Morgan was promoted to Mqjor
Philadelphia, Dec. 10.
their punishment is proportionate. It is to be
The transport Niagara, which lelt New
General yesterday by Jefl Davis. The latter
that
York
for
the
Gen. Banks’ expedition,
in a speech appealed strongly for the defence
hoped
Saturday
bringing of these women to
The Alabama at Martinique Again.
with live companies of the 5th Mass, regiment,
of Southern Rights, asserting that Lincoln's
justice will put an end to this vile practice of
New Yoiik, Dec. 10.
proclamation was reducing whites and negroes put into Delaware breakwater yesterday leaky.
The barque Reindeer, from St. Thomas Nov.
thieving.
She has since arrived here,
she is said to lie
to an equality, and he was glad to know RoseWe are requested to state that a large lot of
JOtli, arrived to-day, rejiorts passed frigate San
;rans was superseded by McCook.
entirely unseaworthy. The soldiers engaged
The speech
Jacinto
off
that, port; also that it was report- wa« elicited by a serenade at Ready’s House, in pumping discovered her timbers to be rotarticles remain at the Police office.
Those
ed at St. Kilts on the 28th, that the pirate Alten.
where Morgan was married.
who have lost anything are requested to call
abama returned to Martinique on the 20th, and
New York, Dec. 16.
There is a large negro force at Tullahoma,
and see if they cannot identify some of their
was loading with coal from a British neutral
Enquiries at the headquarters of Banks' exfortifying. The Governor of Georgiu is sendressel
in
that
which
have
been
stolen.
And those
port.
goods
pedition in this city have elicited the following
ing up men. The bridge at Bridgeport is
facts relative to tlie steamer Niagara: She
who have identified articles are requested to
completed.
take them away.
Bragg issued an order yesterday to con- ; was duly inspected by Government Naval
Three wolves were recently killed in j
agents, and if defects existed they were most
every exiled Kentuckian and Tenuesscript
Dennys vtlle.
carefully concealed, ami the vessel was reportseean.
Buckner and Hanson
Breckinridge,
Larceny by Boys.—Monday evening three
have threatened their resignation if this were I ed to Gen. Andrews as ready for the reception
A Dublin dentist has left a surgeon
j
of troops. The re|K>rt of Col. Messer of the
boys stole a box of tobacco from a team at
done. Davis took the matter under advise£50 to cut bis head off before interment, so as
50th regiment, on board the Niagara, shows
the corner of Centre ami Spring streets, and
ment.
to
ease
his
mind
about
*
being buried alive.
very plainly, however, that she was unseaworThere U great hostility on the part of Tenconveyed it to a place in Sunine street, where
thy, even a smooth sea having the effect of
nesseeans and Kentuckians against MississipThe Boston Post and Advertiser have
they hid it. The owner of the team gave inripping off her deck planking and showing her
pians.
reduced
their
sizes
to
formation of the loss at the Police office, with
rotten timbers.
Tlie mate and pilot also proprovincial proportions,
Johnson's wound disables him so that he
and
nounced her unseawort!iy,and the troops have
the name of one of the boys supposed to be
though $8 per year, they are but a trifle
cannot ride.
been
taken
oil'her.
Gen. Andrews has promptlarger the Press.
Bragg is not going to Mississippi.
concerned in the larceny. Policemen Robinly ordered another vessel that is seaworthy to j
A dispatch from Col. Bruce, at Russellville,
son, Scott and Mitchell, during the night, aru3f“A young woman in New Orleans shot
proceed to Philadelphia and take tlie troops to
confirms the reported disbandment of WoodII fellow for asking her if she would
their destination. All are safe and well and
rested Thomas O'Neal, Wm. W.
marry him.
ward’s cavalry.
He has captured many of
Harrington He
popped the question, and she the question- them.
the cargo is uuinj ured.
and Wm. D. Roach, the lads who stole the toer.
bacco. O’Neal told where it was hid, and the
Tlie Portsmouth Chronicle says Col.
A Large Fleet Entering Cape Fear River.
of Steamer Lake City by
officers recovered it. The boys were locked
Gilman Marston of Exeter, is reported to be I Burning
Baltimore. Dec. 16.
up for examination.
Guerrilla.
one of the hatch of newly
A report by the Old Poiut boat says that
appointed BrigaCatherine

engaged

was

a mes-

Mr. Stevens moved that it Ik! postponed
three weeks. Agreed to.
On motion of Mr. Cox, it was resolved that
the Secretary of tlie Treasury he directed to
furnish a statement of the amount of the loan
created in 1841, and extended by act of April,
lsfj, which falls due during ilie present year;
also the names of those registered as owners
thereof, and other information relative thereto.
The bill for tlie removal of tlie Sioux Indians, ami tlie disposition of their reservations
in Daeotuli and Minnesota, was referred to tlie
committee on Indian Allaire.
The West Point Academy appropriation bill

of

.issL*:

pe^.,^iT0wJl5

I Wednesday Kveninu.Dec. 17, 186!t,

It appears from the above that
Capt. Jxo.
Edwards, jr., of this city, with his battery,

-Mr. \ ullamhgliam s resolutions, offered the
j
first week id tlie session, were again read,
Mr. Thomas moved that tlie subject lie
post- j
polled till the first of January, 1800. (Laugh-

_

I

WAiSnr»!2

ter, or Rrackeu streets. A twn*S,5
goo.1 lot w..ul<l be preferred. A i,v
?
good and convenient house feeaa Mh^JJp2*S!
U ,t
for about *a,uOu, will
ioc»l><y,
plea*, addr »»
**
Portland, Dee.

FRED. II. HEDGE, I>. D.,
Brookline, Mus., on

ings.”

HOI SK.

sage from tlie President, sayiug that he has in
his possession three valuable swords, late
property of the rebel Twiggs, which came in
possession of Gen. Butler. Tlie President
says if these swords are given to any otficers
for valuable services, Gen. Butler is entitled
to the tint consideration.
Referred to the
committee on Military Affairs.
Mr. Stevens moved that ids resolutions be
assigned for consideration to-dav, declaring
that the Union must be and remain one and
undivided forever, and that it would la- high
crime to advise or accept peace propositions
on any other terms.
Postponed three weeks.
Mr. Wickliffe offered a substitute, that all
who are opposed to the war on the principle of
the Constitution as it is and tlie ITiiuu aa it
was, are enemies of the country, uud unlit to
hold office.

ANTS.

House tviuiird,

Lt'c,urt' of ,ho course will be deliver*

T^eil T,yir<l

partial

Adjourned.

The Speaker laid before the House

'V

M. L. A. Lecture*.

Dec. 11, :J P. M., will show:
As it was evident that the rebels were determined to use tlie bouses of the city for a defence contrary to an implied agreement in the
correspondence which recently passed by a
Hag of truce, orders were given to our artillerymen to open tire upon the city. Accordingly Benjamin's, Edward’s, Muhlenberg's, and
other Batteries of tlie ninth Corps,
together
witli the batteries of the Corps to the
right and
left of the city, commenced an almost simultaneous bombardment, in which the
sharpshooters had ensconced
themselves, were plainly
visible, and to them the fire was principally
directed. The ellect was their
demolition in a short time. Alter the first tire
they
liecatne untenable by the rclicl riflemen, who
retreated to the rear of the town, where
they
took shelter behind the yet unharmed build-

resolution that
that this government will maintain the
payment in coin of interest of
debts, ami consider
it a breach of trust to do
FROM WASHINGTON.
ami
that
otherwise,
duties on imports shall continue to lie collected in coin ami the old issue of demand notes
only, and when tlie latter is not sufficient,
Proceedings of Congress.
thereafter shall he payable in coin. Referred
to the committee on Finance.
A resolution was offered
Estreat of General Burnside
tendering the
thanks of Congress to Lieut Cadwallader
Sin gold, and officers and crew of the Sabine.
! Referred to the Naval Committee.
Washington, Dec. 10.
Bills were introduced granting
The army bill reported from the committee
public lands
on Ways and Means apporopriates $731,000,000 ! to Mui .csota to aid in improving the navigafor the year ending with June 1804.
j lion of the red rivers of the North, and for
connecting them by a canal, also to promote
Senator Wilkinson’s bill for the removal of
tlie efficiency ol the subsistence
the several bands ol Sioux Indians, assigns
department.
Referred.
them a new reservation near the Missouri
Bills
were
introduced
for
tlie
relief
of perriver, sufficient to give 80 acres of good agrisons suffering from the
cultural land to each individual, and appopridepredations of the
Sioux Indians; also two bills for the removal
ates $100,000 for their removal.
It provides
of tlie Winnebagos and Sioux from Minnesota,
that the old reservations shall be sold for the
and for the sale of their reservations. Rebenellt ol the tribe, and that individuals who
sought to prevent the recent massacre shall ferred.
A resolution was adopted
be allowed to remain and retain 160 acres
requesting the
President to communicate any unpublished
each.
the
correspondence
cultivation of
touching
Senator Rice’s bill in aid of a canal to concotton in Asia Minor and
nect the Minnesota river and Red river of the
Egypt.
A hill was introduced improving the
north, grants for such purposes a million acres
organization ol the cavalry forces. Referred.
of Minnesota land, besides the canal right of
A resolution was adopted
the
of
200
feet
in
instructing
way
length.
Judiciary Committee to inquire whether the
The following resolutions were introduced
of
appointing officer! to till vacancies
by Mr. McDougall, of the Senate Finance practice
which have not been created, (luring tlie recommittee, read twice and referred:
cess of Congress, hut which existed at the
Resolved, by the Senate and House of Reppreceding session, is in accordance witli the
resentatives of the United States, in Congress
Constitution, amt if not, what remedy shall be
assembled, that this government will maintain
the payment in coin of interest on its indebtedness, and that they would consider it a taken esolution censuring Mr. Buchanan was
up. After a debate it was tabled—38
breach of good faitli witli the public creditors
against 3.
to do otherwise.
The bill concerning arrests of State prisonResolved secondly, that the duties on imports
ers was taken
up, ami postponed until to-morshall continue to lie collected in coin, and the
row.
old issue of demand notes only, and that when
The
resolution
the latter shall not be obtainable for the purconcerning arrests in Delaware was taken up, ami tallied—29
against 13.
poses of such payment they shall therefore be
The death of Luther Hanchett of Wiscon(■arable only in coin.
sin, was announced, ami the customary resoThe President ha* nominated to the Senate
lutions passed.
Caleb B.
at
of the

New York, Dec. 16.
A letter from Hilton Head of the 10th states
that the steamer Ericsson hud arrived with the
Tuesday—Timothy Donahue was convict- propeller Thames in tow, the latter in distress
iront the effects of the severe gale.
ed of adultery with Elizabeth Treat.
J. C.
The Thames had 400 men of the 114th N. Y.
Woodman, Esq., appeared as his counsel, and !
regiment on hoard, and during the gule the j
gave notice, after the rendition of the verdict,
rations of tlie troops were thrown overboard,
that he should Hie exceptions.
and tlie heads ot the water casks knocked in
to lighten the vessel.
A hoard of survey ap- j
The first Jury was then discharged from
pointed by Gen. Brannan made an examinaany further attendance.
tion of the vessel yesterday, and they report
Almou Emery, of Gorham. Indicted at a
her to lie utterly unseawortby. Her sides are j
former term for keeping a drinking house and
constructed of pine, and are so frail as to be
iinsale.
Tlie detachment remains,
tippling shop, pleaded nolo conlrtulere, and positively
while tlie Ericsson, having replenished her \
was fined $100 and costs, which be paid.
II.
of
coal
and
water, has gone on to
supplies
J. Swasey for defendant.
overtake the lialani-raf tit cxfiedition at the
of
rendezvous.
Elizabeth Treat, indicted for adultery with
appointed plaec
Smith,
|iresent Secretary
The secret of General Banks’ destination lias
Timothy Donahue, pleaded guilty of fomira- tieen well
Interior, to tie Judge of the District Court of
kept. No one on hoard either the the
Uon and was sentenced to 3U day* lu the CounUnited
Sta'es
for
the
district of Indiana.
Ericsson, or the Thames, was able to impart it.
From what is now known of the strength
Both vessel* wen* under sealed orders, not to
ty House of Correction. JsO'Doimill, Esq.,
and extent of the enemy’s fortifications. there
be opened till alter |uis*ing I*ort Koval.
for the defendant.
seems to be a general
approval of Gen. BurnThe ferry boat John Adams arrived at HilCourt then adjourned to .Saturday, Jan. 3d,
side’s reerossiug the Rappslmnnock.
ton Head on tlie 8th. from Boston after a
at 10o’clock, A M.
There is nothing known here to show that
rough passage.
the rebel* were inclined to leave their iutrenchAil of tbe Indictments found at this term
inents to meet our troops in an open field.
have been disposed of, and also a
From Tennessee—Jeff. Davis There.
large portion
All possible attention is being bestowed upon
New York. Dec. lrt.
of the coutimied cast*, leaving but very few
the wounded, but comparatively few of whom
A special dispatch from Nashville to-dar,
action* un tbe rriminaJ docket undi»puaed of.
| have as yet arrived in Washington.
gives an account of the rapture of fifty-thn-e
Although our loss is heavy it i» far below
of otir troops by the rela-l cavalry. Who chargsome of the published statements, but the preed on them while under n flag of truce.
.Waaitripal ( onrt—Ikt Ifi.
cise number cannot for days to come be ascerJeff. Da\is stated at Mtirfree-iMipo* on Fri- ! tained.
PrUt Totk, cobtItUhI of Iriug a cutiimon
dm. dial Tennessee must be held at all haz- !
The report in distant cities that apprehendrunkard, waa aruimcrd to k) day* Inpriatuards.
sions are entertained for the safety of Baltitn-ti. I’ark *ai 1 be
neat la thr Cm uity Hon** of Correction.
Hr
Grant would be
more
and Washington are simply absurd.
expected
when Nashville would be a**aii<-d.
Iftwlnl. and furnished igmln In tbr gum of debated,
The rebel* will probably make a stand be|U to pro—cat*- lib appeal. J. O’Donnell,
> iolation of a flag of Truer
tweeu Tallaba»*cc and Winchester.
There
by
E*q, for the defense.
Me not over 40.
rel»d* between Morfrss*the Rebels.
boro' and Nashville.
Three rebel mounted l
jot Ham MJ. fur larrniy from the .tore of
regiments left on Tlittraday night to eruss the j
Irm I*. Farrington, tn flued oar dollar and
I unlvritial river la-low Nashville and cut the
Desertion of Rebel Cavalry.
costa.
There were some extenuating circumrailway. Morgan will toon more with 5.000
stance* la thk case, which induced the Coart
rebels to atlack the railr.ud at another |aunt.
to impn**- a low flur.
Morgan Made a Major General.
Supreme Judicial Court.

| ENTERTAINMENTS. I

following extract from a letcorrespondent of tins National Intelligencer, dated Head-Quarters in the Field,
ter of tlie

formerly

a

Bom-

came to be

barded.—The

Approved.

grand

him to bring In William Jordan and Mujor F.
Pennell, alleged to be detained In the County

CRIMINAL

Dec. 10.

A message was received from tile President
placing at tile disposal ot Congress three
swords captured by Gen. Butler,
be-

TI1K

Daily

How Fredericksberg

SK.NATK.

--

Losses in the Battles.—Scgil'a Junotion with

sale of said schooner, the vessel having been
by order of Court. Judge Ware, after a

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

BY TELEBBAPH.

-TO TUBS-

Tuesday.—Benjamin II. Corliss, mortgagee
of one half of schooner Susan E. Brown, petitioned the Court against the proceeds of the

hearing

I——————

BY TELEGRAPH

personal

THUSSE*

to
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SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKconstantly ou baud
isoclft
;r“The Poor liberallv considered

►

dOnKW 1'l'tiBIMI ACOu

Forwarding & Commission Merchants,
NO. 24 RIVER STREET.
CHICAGO.
CLINTON FURBISH-

FRANKLIN CARTER.

References—J. B. Browu A Son. Portland.
W W Thomas.
*•
A K. Shurt lelT.
8. J. Smith,
W. J, Emmet. New York.
Harris. Hey l k Co.. Philadelphia.
**
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application
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Portland, Dec 13th. 1862.

attention to the
Adults and Children.

dee‘2

d&w3w24

Ocean Insurance Company.
ANNUAL

MEETING

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance
THE
meet at the office
hereby notified
pany
of
•aid
the fifth
are

Company

Comof

to

ou

Monday,

day

January,
of choosing

1S63, at 3 o’clock 1*. M
tor the purpose
•even Directors for the eu<*uing vear, and the transaction of any other bnaiueM which may then be legally acted upou.

OEO. a. WRIGHT, Secretary.
declO tm
Portland. Dec 1«, 18«2

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE MARKETS.

Brother Jonathan n»<t Taxes.

RETURN

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

•

1 guess I

myself,

to tax

mean

OF BOSTON*
ON THE

No banker shall shinplasters make,
No peddler cheat the (arm® s;
No liquor store shall sell Its drams.
No theater its drarmers;
No rider spring round the circus-ring,
roll up,
No
But shall to (.in 'incut needs help bring
The tottle of the whole up.
^ aukec Doodle, etc.

And have been

doubt,

13. Amount of railroad stocks? State ain't
of each kind, and par value aud market value ot each.
None.
+
14. Amount of railroad bonds? State ain’t
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
$102,000 Bonds
Cheshire Hail Hoad, par value 100,market value 102,
16. Cash value of real estate owned bv the

Saxon worms,
lor our pains ;

we

trampled

Is it worth while to keep

on terms

With friends who cheer such terms

as

Trains ?

—[London Punch.

Proposition.
writes from Washington

A New Peace

Orpheus C. Kerr
following account

sition

of another peace propo-

:

The confederacy hastily put on a pair of
white cotton gloves, and says he:
Am X addressing the democratic organization ?
“You address the large Kentucky branch.”
says the conservative chap, pulling out his ruffles.
“Then," says the confederacy. “I am prepared to make an indirect proposition for peace.
My name is Mr. Lamb, by which the democratic organization has always known the injured confederacy, and I propose peace on the
Hostilities shall at once
following terms:
cease, and the two armies lie consolidated unslate forces.
confederate
of
the
der the title
The war debts of the north and south shall be
so united that the north may he able to pay
An election for a
them with wit confusion.
new President shall at once be held,everybody
voting save those w ho have shown animosity
to the sunny south. France shall be driven
out of Mexico by the consolidated armies, the
expense being so managed that the north may
pay it without further trouble. X'pon these
terms, the confederacy will become a peaceful

fellow-man.”
“Hem!” says the Kentucky chap, “What

you ask is perfectly reasonable. I will consider the matter alter the manner of a dispassionate democrat, and return you my answer
in a few days.”
Here I hastily stepped up, and says X, “But
are you not going to consult the l'resideut at
all about it, my Jupiter Touans?”
“The President? the X’resident?” says the
conservative Kentucky chap, with a vague
look. “Hem!” says lie, “1 really forgot all
about the President.”
The democratic organization, my boy, in its
zeal to benefit its distracted country, is occasionally like that eminent tire company in the Sixth
ward, which nobly usurped with its hose the
terrible business of putting out a large conflagration, and never remembered, until its beautiful machine was all in position, that another
company of fellow firemen had exclusive possession of all the water-works.

borrowed?

Chreie.
Duty: 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb... .11

Lehigh.9

P gal.
p ft.4
Aloes.30
Arrow Root.17
Borax.28
Brimstone (roll).. .4

Nothing.

<

svrgeo:v f mechaxical

X> E IV TISS T,
So. 8

Clapp’s Slid, ConjrfH Street,

OTP. OLD CITY HALL.

PORTLAND,

MF„

WAR CLAIM
SIOO

And

THE
Back

t ape

purchase of Bonds issued by the town of ( ape Elizabeth, to the amount of

Two Thousand Dollars,
eight years time, at the rate of interest tif live

on
cent,

per

per annum. The Bonds, with semi-annual
coupons, are math* payable at Portland.
JOSEPH S. PICKETT, Treasurer.
Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 10, 1862.
decll tdec20*

1ST E

PATTERNS!
For Ladies, Gentlemen and
Boys.
G. L« BAIL
nov20 eodtf

Y, 42 Exchange 8t,

2.7l£

AimoiKis—.joraan

7J

14
.13* «14*

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits
my
is fullv up to your hign recommendations. 1 w ould cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their slcepiugararfmeiits.

Lamb.5^

p235

State Treasurer.

ftissolutiuii ol'

i

<

opartncrwliip.

Family.7

"MTOTH E is hereby given 1 lint the
copartnership
el liitlierto existing I .(tween the subscribers under
the firm name of BROW N &
is dissolvPERKINS,
ed by mutual consent on this 25th day of October
The affairs of the late firm will lie settled
by W T
Brown & Co.
W. T. BROWN,
Portland, Oct. 25,1862. ltOB’T R. PERKINS.

Portland Match

Kxtra Superior...
Western extras.

Company.

MATCH,

wc are now

prepared to snpplv the trade in large or
quantities with an article which we warrant
superior to ally offered in the market, it being the
O.VLP REI.IARLE if.4 T( ’ll IX THE
MARKET,
small

American manufacture, for

Son

Use,

l»v not being impaired by age,
dampness or change
of climate, and the proprietor*, ever
grateful for liberal patronage received, feel confident that, bv
giving their personal attention to the
manufacture,they
"1,1 Continue to merit the confidence of their
former
patron* and of the trade in genera!.

No. 24 Fore Street,
N. B.
a* there

Be

and get the PO/i TLA XI) MA TCH,
are other matche* offered to the trade
purportinp to be our match. We have no connection
with any other maim
factor}*.
np

"• T. BROWN A CO.

.c

Book, Card

&

Waterville, April 12.1862.

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

I

i

do.

White

122(513}

and is

Falls.

provided

can save

office.
June 23.

sleep

{U

uight.

1

of remedies had been resorted to without success, and I entertained the
purpose, as a last
resort, of haviug the ball taken out of its socket, in

I

the

hope

of thus

tindiug

XT REMEMBER— This medicine is designed

relief.

pressly for

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a «hop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. I had never beard of it before, but determined to try it .and did. with the most

with

delightful

LITTLE, Agekt,
Office 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

irritatiou

results.

In

a

very few

days

was

out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to suflVr severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eyes and
she has found Poor Richard’* Eva Water a sov-

ereign specific in

her case, giving her almost instant
Uirateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.

Winthrop

P. 8. HENSON,
Pastor of Broad .Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
Numerous cert»flcate« of a similar character

[ For

than

more

<fc

CHEAP

Is

OF

WALTER

COREY,

Tube* 6 Cent*.
II. H.

AND STEAMERS

MRS. M.G.

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wauts.

no\13 d6m

o'£

and .14

JOHX'S,
THE GEXUIXE

LORBERY,

Pure und Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND

Standard

St., Philadelphia.

SCALES.

good

Than

a

workmen and thoroughly seasoned
furnish the largest assortment of

stock,

can

can

WORK,

These celebrated Scale* are still made by the originventors, (asd obly by thkx.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
loug experience and skill can suggest.

inal

They are

to

the best
in

3rurahle

SCALES!

sickening

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured tnat goods
at this house will be made perfectly satisfactory in price and quality.

constitutionally

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortment of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising ltich and
Medium Priced Drawing Boom, Parlor
and Chamt>er Furniture, of every description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture. Chairs. Looking Glasses. Ac.

|

are

best

quality,

and

Upholstery

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Sold in Portland

ooSft

of Maine Whf.
SAWYER A W HITNEY.
head

Jul31tf

FOR

Photographic
stock in

Goods A Chemical*.
is

department
complete,
OURprising everythis
article used in the

com-

art.

MORRISON k CO.,
Calcutta Cow—
(3 few Orleans.111 a 13}
une24dtfw3t
26, Market Square.
Slaughtered .1 WVS200 < ’rushed.183 5 14}
(i reeu Salt.1 60.a 1 75 ( Granulated.133 5 14}
Dry.120 a 1 301 ‘owdored.13* al4}
On Hand.
Sheep Pelt*, Or’u.95@ SI 4 Tallow.
CON ST ANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Sheep Pelts, Dry’. 76@1 00 hity: Tallow 1 4*c, Soap
and
at
low
Leaf,
fates at
10
i
Stock
4>c ad val.
26 Market Squaub

A

tf

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forestall,

Eclectic .tlcilical

j

GOODS,!

FYNNCY

Pocket and Table Cutlerys
YANK F.F.

NOTIONS,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATION EHV, TOYS, Ac.,
28 and 30 Federal and 106
ADDISON

W. B A N FIELD

Congress Streets,

TO THE LADIES.
HUGHES
invites all Ladies who
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
accommodation.
their
Dr. II.s Eclectic Renovating Medicine* are unrivalled in efficacy aud superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it iu\aluable in all case* of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing iu
the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the couutrv with full directions,

DR.need
6

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

IiostOIl.

can

be found at the above place.
wly
«

corner

f»R HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

of

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own sex.
ance.

COUPONS,

Orders,

ABD ALL OTHKK K1BDS OF

PRINTING,
Neatly

and

Promptly Executed

—AT THS-

Press 011i«*e.

particularly

especial

N.

P J. Forristall
JuncZI.

WITH

Town Notes and

Infirmary.

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

AND

Corporation Bonds,

1

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

<>ilt Frame*.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
size or style desired—latest patterns and best
workmanship—made to order bv
MORRISON & CO.,26, Market Square.

!

1st, 1802.

by EMERY & WATERHOUSE.

TOWN

Quackery !
EARNESTLY’ cautiou all young men suffering
from Nervous Debility, &c..agaiust endangering i
their health by patronizfng any of the advertising
quacks. You can fully recover by the method* used
bv the Advertiser, anil ty hundreds of others, and
Read a letter which I will send i
in noopheu WAY.
you if vou will send mv a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD II. TRAVER,
ocl6d&w3m
Lock Box, Boston. Mass.

naaal*

Batterymarch Street,
Boston.

e

I

A. W. BANFIELD,

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Office, Commercial St.,

aa

—

118 Milk Stukkt-corner of

Portland.
jull—d& wtfS

py“Seml stamp for Circular.

N. B.—SHIP FURNITURE made to order.
October

Hard and Sod Wood.

to

BY

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,

cured.

Spring Beds, &o.

Work Attracted

With a complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS*
—

by

Rosewood and Oilt Mirrors.

Spiral

Beams, Weights, &c.,&c.

|

FOR SMITHS' USE.
Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

operation.

FECTIONERS' and GOLD

dieting

bought

correct in principle, thnnmgklg mruie,
materials, and are perfectly accurate and

For sale, in every variety, as
Hay* Coat and Railroad Scales !
BUTCHERS', GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS’, CON-

ple

found Elsewhere in the State.

be

Infirmary.

a
During
practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and iu no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
atul there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance front 8
iu the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, aud a cure guarantied
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
s«*eu but the Dr. himself.
Hi* remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
or restriction iu the habits of the patient; curt** without the disgusting aud
effi-cts of most other
remedies; cure* new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable. and no injurious effect, either
or
locallv, can be caused by using them.
Y'oUNG MEN. who’ are troubled with seminal
bail habits in youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are speedily aud permanently

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

COAL

No. 410 Arch

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* ha*
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his attention
diseases of
certain class.
his

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)

MOUSTAIX,

BROWN, Proprietor,

delicacy.

manufacturing,

CUSTOM-MADE

SPRIXG MOUSTAIX LEHIGH,
HAZELTOX LEHIGH,
COLE RAISE LEHIGH,

FAIRBANKS’

—

Established for the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

Lxrhnnge Mrrrt,

With increased facilities for

he

CASH,

PHILLIPS, Wholesale

Eclectic .Tlcilical

At the old stand.

With

WOOD,

FOB

F.

DR. lU'OHES’

AND NOW,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OP TUECITY.

LOCUST

HAY aud W

Agents.

BY STEAM POW ER,

Kent’s Hill.
jull7d&w6m

promptly

Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Prick 25 cents per Bottle.

the

PUBLIC HOUSES,
MERCHANT SHIPS,
#

a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed aud DisEyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,

Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia. with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear by a small glass tube, which, together with

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and tho
dwellings of the lowly,
THE

be ftiruishcd.

truly

eased

ex-

other remedies
that it is war-

praise

Poor Richard’s Eye and Ear Wafer

FURNITURE HOUSE

House, Winthrop.

COAL

might

twenty-five years has the well known

cases, which all
cure, also

ranted at represented in every respect, or the pries
trill he refunded.
ir BE WARE OF IMITA TION8! None genuine and warranted, unless purchased directly of Dr.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Union street. Providence, R. I.
SyThi* Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, both of MEN’ and WOMEN, by a
regularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving them his whole attention.
(Jr'C'ousultations by letter or otherwise are strictly con fidential,*m\ medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodation* for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and oniet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk Jl. and whose only
recommendation is their own Alse and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid beina humbugged, take no man s
word, no matter what his pretensions art, but
MAh E INQUIRY
it will cost you nothing, and
may save yom Ml] ragwta; for, as advertising physician*. in'nine cases on. of ten, are bogus, there A
no safety in trusting any qf them, unless you know
who and what thev are.
fW Dn. M. will send mi. bv enclosing one
stamp as above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN. and on loricate Diseases generally, giving AH
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AS*Y COXF/DEXl A’ WUA TE l ER.
attended to. Write
m Irders by mail
your address plainly, and direct to DR. MATTISON,
as above.
deed ly

removed; I could bear the strongest
light, aud went forth to the enjoymeut of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always in the bouse, aud if
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, 1 give it a
dose, and that is an eud of it. 1 would uot be with-

YEAR S.

obstinate

qf the kind hare failed to

painful

the

Female Medicine,

effectual afttr all others have Ailed,
is designed for both married and sinlaities, and is the very best thing
uown for the purpose, as it will
bring ou the monthly sickness lu cases
of obstructions. from any cause, and
after all other remedies'of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BnlTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
the least injury to health in any case.
£g*“ltisput up in bottles 01 three
different strengths, with All directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all part* of the couutry.
PRICKS— Full strength, 010; half strength, §6;
quarter strength, $3 per bottle.

In the

dawtf

3 5

This celebrated

possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving

variety

Rev. E. HAWES.

F'.lmwoou House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. F armington.
Revere House. Vassal boro.
Iiallowell House, lixllowcll.
China House, China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushuoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
F'.aton Boys’ Boarding School,

l !
1.7}
7fl 'tar.6Vj§ 6J
si < astile.12]a 16
<

Calfskin*.11@13

in need
superior to

are

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the follow ing public
houses—
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skow began House, Skow began.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

hhd.

2>k* p lh 6c, orev 20c 6c
An. 15 and not above 20
P lb and 20 Pc ad ral.
8}e, above Ao. 20 and refined 4c 4* lb.
Blasting.944@ 6
Rifle and Sporting 6j@ 7i 1 ’ortland A.9f®
do.
A A .91(g)
Way*
Presss’d p netT.?13J@16
do.
Yellow. 9J
Loose.16 « 164 1 Cxtra Yellow.none.
II idea n nd Sic inn.
duseovado.103 5 11
do.
iu bond>* 59
Duty 10 pc ad val.
Slaughter Hide*.. .64@74cil lav arm Brown. .105.5 12

Portland, Me.

gfaoe

FOB FFJVALES.
DR. MATTTSON'S INDIAN EMMENAGOGUE.

Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
remedy, they may learn more of its practical
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

A

W. D.

WILLIAMS.

I can cheerfully recommend it to all who
of such an article: and 1 believe it to be
anything of the kind now in use.

Dressed.30@35 rluly: Melado2c,notfnbore
ii 1111 powder.
Ao. 12 2}c, above An. 12
Duty Valued at Ifss than andnotabore 16 3c,above

Ail re

nov25 d.Jw

A. N.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”

.7f«
.61a 7} rane’s.9 (59J
"
family... .7\(a 8} Spleen.
superior. 7j@ SI. fluty: Ginger 1loot 6c,
Ohio extra.7 (a. 7| Ground
Ginger 8c, Pepfamily.8 a 8$ per and Pimento 12c,
Canada super No.l. none.
(’lores 15c, Cassia 10c,
StLouisFav Brands.8 (o’ 9 Cassia Puds 20c, CinnaSouthern 111. dodo.7foSlj mon 25c, Mare and AutPetansco Family.. 10@l0jj megs 80c f? lb.
Ryo Flour.. .4]@ 44 < ’assia 4> lb.45 (547c
Corn Meal.4j a 4 ( ’loves.33 a 3b
Buckw’t FPr pib 2c@ 2] ( Ginger, (Race)-30 531
1 Ginger.
Ornin.
(Africa) 8ft (581
Duty Com and Oats 16c, 3 dace.80 (590
Rye and Harley 15c, and 3 f utmegs.90 «92
JWheat 20c p bu. From 1 ’epper. 25 (526
Hr. Provinces free.
\ *imento.22 (524
Rvo.96@1 00 Seed*.
Oats.50 (a 65 r>uti/: /.inseed 16c |> bu.,
South Yel.Corn.84 a86
Canary Si \* bu., MusCorn, Mixed.82 @85
tard 3c 4* lb.
Barley.80 @86 I lords (Grass,.82} (521
Short* p ton... *22 @23 Western
Clover}.. 10c a 11
Fine Feed.25 @27 1 led Top.83 a
3}
(>rind«t«ne«.
.inseed.8 «
<
Ihity: Roughs—free.
4
anary.8}@
Rough, p ton... .£17@20 Sugar.

milF. undersigned hav ing assumed tlie business of
X the late firm of Brown It Perkins, and
having
increased our tacilities for Ihe manufacture of our

IMPKOVED

(a)

broad

by

Af STAPLES,

Augusta, April 16, 1862.

J

REFERENCE*:
Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. Janie.- <j. Itlainc,

*ep20d& wl4tf

Is.,

pleasure

expectations, and

Chickens, Spring 8 «10
8
lurkies. 9 a 12
<
'»eese.9 (a 10
^
.none.

> m k *

This road is

Niagara

[Copyright secured.]

couseqnonce of which I suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to
at

New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.
ESTTickets *old in Portland at lowest Boston rate

Yon
can

excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.

as an

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 had anticipated. My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account.
Rev. John ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 2S, 1862.

Klemo.18c@

Augusta, Me.

State House.)

in.

with it.

one

13t a

Soft Shell.20 a 22c
(8 bus.).82 80(5 3 26
Shelled.25 @30 I -i v erpool.2 5»>a 3 00
Currants.16 « 16 i 'adiz. .none
Citron.42 a. 45 ! tacks Salt.none.
Pea Nut*.S2ja2j 4 ir’d Butter Salt. 22 ^
Fig*, common.... none.
Starch.
New
22 fluty 20 4*c <*d val.
Lemons, p Box. 82j w 3 I Varl.0f@ 7i
i 50 Ii’otato.4 « 4*
Orange*—Havana.
Raisins,
Shot 4> 100lbs (*9J n 10
Blue pcask.16j@16 [>ron.81015
Black.a in Huck. 11
Bunch p box 400@4 15 Soap.
lUf er..4 12« 4 25 fluty 36 4>c ad raf.
Date*.7 ;« 9c‘; Loathe & Core's, TrowPrune*.8
bridge It Smith’s KxFlour—Portland ip*p.
tra No. 11>
lb_9} d 91
Superfine.$6@ 6j |]family do.8j a Hi
Fancy.6J@ 6} : f‘>.
@
Extra
7 htagle No. 1.6}a'61

SETH E. RE EDI
No. 9

will

lx; received Ihnmeli Portland
PROPOSALS
P. <»., Box 375. until Sat unlay. Dec. 20th. for
the

do.
do.

Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will
reoe
prompt attention.
Post Office address

Of

Elizabeth.

3]

of this

Street.

The Great Indian Remedy

Philadelphia. Oct. 17,1862.
From injuries received in my right eve, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been pr^duci'd, in

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring lied Bottom,” and
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmiugtou.

Pollock.2ja 2\ Pork. Prime. 11" all
Haddock,.1 ] g lj Hound Hogs.5J ft6J
llake, .1 56 a 1 7o Hams.10a lie
Herring.Shorcpbl.4 a- 4] Citv Smok'd Hams.none.
do. Labrador., none
Produce.
do. Scaled4>bx 83a 4<8: Beef p tju’r p lb 6 ft 74
do. No. 1 .25 a 30 Eggs, p dor. 1H a 19
Mackerel 4* bbL,
1‘otatocs. phbl.9142.al

'*

dviiig

ted state*.

Vests, Jackets,

LOAN TO THE TOWN OF

Soldiers

4]

;

Exchange

reptlfltf

relief,

if
clear.15}al6

mess.
extra do

pleased

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
Dn. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

(medium).. .4* g 4* I’icklet, p bbl_F7j(ft 84
|
Rice.
(*niall).3^a 3]
Fruit.
Duty: Cleaned 14c, PadInvalid Pension*.
Lemons,
Duty:
Oranges, dy 2c p lb.
Established for officers and Soldiers, wounded or I
Bananas and Plantains Sice p
lb.6jft 7i
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service i
20 l>c ad ral., Almonds
R urn.
of the United States, in the line of
4c, and Shelled do. fle p 1 I’ortland distilled .63 (666c
duty.
lb. Xuts and hates 2c Sulera lun.
p lb, Currants, Figs. : <aleratus p lb.64ft 7c
Ponsions
Pfums. Prunes and Bat- Salt.
Procured for widows or children ol Officers and Sol- !
sins 6c p lb. Citron 3" Duty In hulk 18c. and in
aiers who have died while iu
the service of the Cut- !
4>c ad ral.
hags 24c P 100 lbs.

against

A. D. REEVES,
Tailor,
98 EXCHANGE
STREET,
Portland, Angurt9.1862.
dir

or

Pork,
Pork,
Pork,

Hay No. 1_9104£11
Hay No. 2.7i« 8
Hav No. 3.64g 6
Shore No. 1-lot a 11

Penatona.

Ac., for heirs of officers
iu the U. S. service.

Judge
appointed the undersigned
Commissioners to receive und examine all claims and

Cut, made and trimmed by

i

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States tjoverutnent,
*100Bounty Monev,

l’ay.

Motice.

Ladies' Riding Habits, &c.,

AGENCY!

Bounty Money, Back I*ay,

a

small.3a

44

aug4dly

!

!

Protinces free.
large |> qut. 94

Cod

very much

eheerfully recommend it
Augusta. Aug. 6, 1962.

—

j

am

(From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring lied Bottom, I

44

Closets, Crtrials, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers. Wash Bowls, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, nf all kinds constantly on hand.
j
ty~.AU kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
! •et un in the beat manner.
All orders in city or country
personally attended to
j
X. X>. M KKit 1 LL.
JOHN BONO.
8. D. XtBftlLL.
I

Fraukliu House, Bangor, Me.

(From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' and

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.

44

Bath

j

I

am

I
!

RAILWAY.
aid

with differhave never
The ns
plum ultra has been reached at last iu TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, yon do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the dye. and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because yon do not
have to wn*h out the dye after putting it on. L'nHke
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this.
IT* For sale only at
vears

purchasers.

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

impor-

Is a new and rare discovery, which is most wonderful in its operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certilicate of Rev. P. S.
Uenbox, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

flooded for

expectations

No. 74 Middle, corner of

Poor Richard'* Eye and Ear Water

BY TUI

ERIE

are more

yet every part of the body is dependent np-n
them for life and health.

To Chicaoo, CisciiotATi, Cleyelasd, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Tael, I.a C'rorke, St. Ia>ci»,
New Orleans, or rut part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST.

Bceealo, Dokikk,

system

and

amm THROUGH TICKETS

Via

WATER!

market has been

DYE!

ent articles called Hair
TIIE
w>iich
Dyes.
satisfied the
of

tant to health and comfort than the Eyk and
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,

C. J. RRY DGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

I

I

^

summer.

:

Spring Bed Bottom" to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests sp^k of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McLAUGHLfN k SON,

I

!

of the human

LUX SOLIS

HAIR

1*0011 RICHARD'S

"'VrO Organa

above^g

TODft’S

Pin-Worm Syrup

EYE Sr EAR

,

10eodfcw*>m26

DR. E. O. GOULD'S

FROM

ed “Anderson

May 12,1863.

dec

November 1st, 1862. to May l*t, 1863. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
aud timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed betwecnOctober 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1803.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the w ood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to lake fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they wilidosoat their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

healthy

3]

••

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

j

Estate of

-aX.

Itliubarb.2 ""a 225 Boiled.18*»al 40
Alcohol.87 £96 Lard Oil.1 Ofiffil 10
Fluid.1 10 e l 25 (Hive
Cam phene. 2 90 g
Castor Oil.2u6ci210
Saltpetre.11 a 23 Neats foot oil... .10f>£l 12
Vitriol.12 (a;
Oniona
firewood*.
V bhl.F3i@ 34
huty: Free.
P bush. 1 2<Kal 26
Harwood.
I'a inl«u
Hra/il Wood.13 ©
Duty: On White Lead dry
a
or
Camwood..4] 4J
ground in oil and Bed
Lead £2 40 p 100 lbs.
Fufttic, Cuba .2 g
2
Savanviila.lja
Litharge 2*e, Oxide nj
Zinc
Hype rule.4]® 5
p lb. Prussian
Logwood,
Blue, I rrmilion, Chrome
( ampeachy.2 £24
Yellow, Venetian Bed26,
St. Domingo.ljri 2
Spanish Brown dry 20,
in oil 30 pc ad rat., YelExtract Logwood.12 « 14
Nic
alow and other (Mires 60c
Wood.
Peach
.3} a 4] P 100 lbs. Paris White
44
Red
.8j& 3] dry 60c, in oil j»l 60,
44
.2 £
Sapan
Whiting 60c p 100 lbs.
guercitron Hark.. .2pft 2] P'tJ’d Lead, iu oil.610ft
Ked Sander*.3 m 6 Lewis Lead, **..lo*gl0J
Boston Lead,
l>ueli.
9J a
ad ral.
French Zinc, 44
lOa lOj
hutg 80
Amer. Zinc,
Bat en*.46c 9
..8 «84
Kochelle Yellow.. .3 ,a 34
Portland, No. 3. .90 £
Eng. Yen. Ked_3 w
No. 10. 56 £
Litharge.10ft
Navy, S’r, No. 3 89
Red Lead.lQft
No. 10. 55
Tent Duck,
Planter.
U. S. 10 oz.66 @
Ihity Free.
12 oz.66 (jeg
Per ton Soft.1 7661 78
Feathers.
Hard.1 6i»al
huty 30 4>c ad ral.
Ground.6 00a 6 50
Live (ieese 4* lb 50 £55
Provinionn.
Kusnia.26 a,
Duty Beef and Pork lc.
Fish.
Lard, Baron and Hams
huty For 100 Xb* foreign 2r. Butter and Cheese 4c
caught
Herring 9 1. p th.
Mackerel 92, Salmon 93: Ch'go Mess Bcef.612 (g14
and all other pickled in Portland do.
.124^13
bbls. 91 60 4* obi., other- P’tl'd ext. do.
14* a 14*
trine 618: P act. From Pork, extra clear 164 o

2]

DK. V. II. OMaOOD,

Frolioclv,

Street, Hew-Tiii

^Numerous Certificates 3
feas

Notice to Wood and number mer!
chants.

granted October, 1862.

Commercial House, Portland. June 16,1862.
Having introduced the •‘Anderson Spring lied Bottom” into mv bouse, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
bed. I am using several kinds
easj and
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

—

decl2 d3w

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

riYH IS desirable mechanical arrangement has now
JL been in use a sufficient length of time to slo w
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention i« a step in advance of all others in
tlie Sprivff /W department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies. and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into pfacc with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

Oil.176^180

....

dtf

TESTIMONIALS

H#. 198 Grwiwiek

\

| I* the first and only remedy ever offered to the pnbSTAGE CONNECTIONS.
effectual removal of the Ascaridos, or lin| lie for thefrom
the human system.
Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, ThursWorm*,
The high reputation it ha* established in the last two vears, ana the
days and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning
fact that it is fast sup rseding all other worm remeopposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfleld, Dixfield,
dies, is the beat test of its great merit.
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
It affords RELIEF in twenty-four hours, and
returning opposite days.
an entire cure is warranted, when taken
according
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and SaturThis
i*
also
a
most
valuable
family
Syrup
cathartic,
days. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
to Ik* always used when pin sic is required',
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon
especially
for children. It corrects the secretions, give* tone
and Phillips.
to
the
stomuch and bowel*, assisting nature in her
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
efforts to restore health. It is purely of Vegetable
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A PortExtracts, and always safe and reliable.
land Depots, in Portland.
S. YY\ EATON. Sup’t.
Sold in New York by Hall & KrtHEL.218GreenFarmington May 6.1862.
June23dtf
wich street; in Boston by (iio.
Ooodwin & Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
At retail by 11. H. HAY, Portland.
dec*) 3m
|

Under United States Hotel, Portland.

Soda.8]ts 4 < 'laritic.
atnphor.14w* 1 50 Sperm Winter.. .1

Bold bj Druggists throughout tho World
PRINCIPAL 8ALES OFFICE,

Drua and

a

W.State A cent for DAVIS & KIDD'S MAG^KTO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
codfcwtoctl

ALEX’K BAILEY. Jr.( Sup’t.

rains will h*ave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

GENERAL AGENT.

Oil.
Duty Sperm. Whale and
other Fish Oils <\f foreign fisheries 20 pc ad
rat., Linseed, Hetnpseed
and Pane seed 28c p gal.,
<)l i re 23c,
Satad 60c,
/*o/m. Seat and Cocoanut 10c P gat.
Portland Kerosene
lllmninat'g Oil.00 585c
Machine.80 ji 82

usually kept in

On and after Monday. May 6, 1862,

J. L. FARMER.
EXCHANCE ST., PORTLAND.

lD. K.

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
And all other articles
i’&int establishment.

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

BKST FOR THE WEARY.

Hill.

Opium.99 ct9] Linseed.$1 32(6136

NATH'L F. DEERING. Agent,
Exchange Street
Portland,

Mail Line.

morning.

Duty: Free.
American.8](g 9j

—a loo-

varnishes, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Parage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. §85. First Class. §77 to §92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets ou Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets, to the YY’orld’s Fair, out and
back. §186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co.. 3Iontreal,or to

Patent

:

TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

Limington,

ONE oft he following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
A M KRICAN, NORYV KG IAN, J U R A,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOY’A SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

No. 10
June 23. 1862.

Rfv WM CUTTER, N Y City:
My hair U changed
to its natural color, and growing on bald spot”
ttfv J. H. CORNELL, N Y. City: "I procured It
for a relative. The falling of the hair stopped, and
restored it from being grey to its natural and bountiful color."
R*v j west, Brooklyn, LI: “I will testify to
their value in the m >st liberal sense. They havo
restored my hair where it waa bald, and, where
grey, to it* original color
REV. A. WEBSTER, Boston, Mass
“I hava naed
them with great effect. I am now neither bald
nor grey
My hair was dry and brittle; It la new
soft as la youth
"
Riv H V. DEOEN, Boston, Maas
That thoy promote the growth of the heir where baldness is, I
have the evidence of my own eyea."

AND FANCY GOODS.

Ac.. Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for YY’est
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South
Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick.
Ossipee, Xcwfield, Parsonsfield, Effingham, 1- reedom,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish. Porter, Ac.

13_

mum

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,

Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
Kryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtou,

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

ENGLISH, FRENCH AN# AIIR1CAN PERF1IERY,

Falls,

nov

R*v c. A BL’CKBF.K.
Asoietant Treasurer Amrican Bible Union, If. T. City,
writes:
I very cheerfully add my
testimony to
that of numerous friend* to the great value of Mrs.
8. A. Allen s World * Hair Restorer and Zylobalsa-

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Du and after Monday, November 10,
UBMP tr®ins
will leave as follows, until further
orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.35 and 9.16 A. M. and
3.30 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
2.00 and 6.15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out, and the 9.15 A. M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stages connect at Saccarappa dail v for South YY’indham, Windham Centre and Great Falls.
At Gorham, for YY'est Gorham. Standisli, Steep

M ONI' It E A L

CiOVMS’WvWff ^

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drags,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers a^early as 8 P. 31., on ttie day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EYH-iltl' A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. ( ROM WELL k CO., No. 86 YVcst Street,
New Y'ork.
Dec. 6,18 >2.
dtf

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

-L>KA LKR IK-

York A Cumberland Railroad.

John.

2|c

No. 3

LINE.

follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. anil leave Pier
9 North River, New Y ork, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
These vessels are fitted up with flne accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, sale and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y ork
and Maine. Passage £5,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kast}>ort and St.

98ft 200
Cream Tartar.35 a55 Whale. ref. Wint 98 a MO
do.
( rude.90 (692
Logwood ex.12] a 14
Magnet-m.28 a 30 Grand Bank and
Indigo, M’la, fine.914 a 2
Bay Chaleur. >26 ft29
Madder.17c a 18 Shore.24 a'26

Secretary

Patrick Callan. late of Portland,
THE
deceased, having been represented insolvent,the
of Probate lias

I'ants.

'.a 5

Sal

Suffolk as.. December 10. 1862.
Personally appeared Samuel t.ould. President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich,
of the above Company,
and severally made oath that the above statement,
by them subscribed, in in their belief, true.
Before me,
William T. Axduews,
Justice of the Peace.

(Office

<

(<»3u

Soda.C] aft1.
Sulphur. 6 « 6}

GOULD, President.
Goodrich, Secretary.

(Springfield (Ohio) Bepubliean.

41

37
<*40

g

Bi-< arb.

PLUMBERS,

nov8

(S> 5c

AND

I

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

aud 1 horuaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train fromPortland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 15, 1862.
novlH

“PARKERSBURG," (aptaiu
Hoffman, will, until tart her notice,

ruu as

Soda, Caustic Soda lc: Niunl Storm.
Castor Oil 50c P gal.. Duty Turpentine, Jlosin,
>2 p oz.. AlPitch, 7V/r*20pcrt</rat.,
um 60c p art.. Copperas
S.
Turpentiut 15c pgat. I
50c p net.. Muriatic Ac- Tar (foreign )p bhl.£13516
id 10 pc ad cal.. Spong- Pitch (Coal Tar).. £4: «
es,
Assafatida, Isin- Roain.18 a 20
glass Flor Sulph Mr. Sen- Turpentine pgal. 2 80;a2 85

Alum

HAIR RESTORER

Stages leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M.y for YViscasset, Damariscotta, YValdoboro’, Warren, Rockland

and

(g.31

Morphine

Oil li

with the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad for Burnham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston lor all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland. Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

splendid and fast Steamships
"CHESAPEAKE,” ('apt. Willett,

Lime.

na, Arrowroot, (iinaeng
20 pc. Pleaching Powders 30c p net., sago
50e p act., Sii! Soda and
Soda Ash )c P ft, ('rude
Brimstone >3 and Poll
do. *6 p ton, Alcohol 40c

Farmington.

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connecting with the Androscoggin trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Kalis, Wilton and Farmington ; and at Augusta with the Somerset & Kennebec Railroad lor Vassalboro’, Waterville, Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan; and at Kendall’s Mills

The

Anise and Orange, Io- Slash.15051 60
dine 60c, Tolu an d < Yude liooii*.£30 (0,32
(’amphordQc, Perined do. Hackmetack Tim4*>c. Tartaric Acid 2t*r. ber, p tun-105,16
>1 oln «*r«.
Cream Tartar. Citric
Acid, Shellac, ( opal, Ca- Ihity tic p gal.
viar and Hums used for Cirnftigo*.
like purposes 10c. Aloes, Trinidad.38 (a) 40
Verdigris, Chlorate of Cuba cla\ ed.33 (585
do.
do. tart
Potash, ('arb. Magnesia
28«30
6c, Horaeic Acid, Yellow do. Muscovado 35 a36
and
Potash
New
Orleans.
Prussiate
Hed do. 10c, Li a unrice, Portland Syrup, hhds. .26
do.
Oralic Acid and Sugar
bbl*.. 28
of Lead 4c. Asphalt urn \nil«.
and Hi-Chm. Potash 3c. Duty: fWlc, Wronghf2c,
Sago 14c, Epsom Salts. Assorted 3c p lb.
Liquorice Hoot.Hi-t arb. Cask.45054 75

Water

}

SEMI-WEEKLY

10 |>c ad vat.
Coffer.
Duty
Rockland, cask .68 (275c
Duty 6c p ft.
Ltimber—From yard.
Java p ft.83 @84c
8t. Domingo.30 -0.31 Clear Pine, No. 1..£38 5
do.
No.2. .34 uu
Rio .32 f»l 33
do.
No.3 .24 a)
Mocha.34 5* 36
do.
No.4 .14 (w
Cordage.
ilMan
Lumber.
Tarred
16 (a.17
2]c.
Shipping
Duty
ia 24, all other 34 P ft Spruce.10 511
13 g*14) Hemlock.8 (a 10
American p ft
Russia llemp.16J'al7 Box Sh'k*,(cash) 50 o«i6c
Manilla.13 <tl34 Cla}ib’ds, Sext..£14 val6
P
30 Jr32
Bo It rope, Russia. 16^17} do.
Manilla.14 (&15 Shingles, Cod. ext 2$ a 3
do.
do.
No. 1.2 (fL 2i
Crmentt
do. ext. Pinc.3f5 3J
p hbl. >130^135
Laths, Spruce.... 10(>al 25
Drugs and Dyes.
Duty: p ft— Oil Cinna- do. Pine.1 25«7 1 8o
mon >2, Oil Almonds and Red Oak Stave* .30 a 36
Otto of Hose >1 50, Oil Mol. 11 hd. Shooks
Bergamot, Cassia and & Heads,city.. 2 75(5 2 87
( lores 81, Hydriodate Sugar dv>. city.. 2 75a-2 87
Potash Ibc.Cantharides. do. do. c’try.l 25(5160
Mastic, Ipecac,Rhubarb, Country RifTMol.
Cardamons, Oil Lemon. ilhrl.Shook*. 1 0051 75

87.783 67

Y,

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.45 A.
M.. connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Kalis, Wilton and

Portland and New York Steamers.

Foreign Fig.»1® 9!
Sheet and Pipe.. 10j«.10j

Franklin. 9 (a)

lows

_STEAMBOATS.

l(50tb.£91@

Whitcash.9

H A

STAGE CONNECTION*.

^85

Commonwealth of Mn«*nchn«ettt>,

had Sa- !

Commiaaicaera.

md. wts.. .3o

IT.

|

On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
passenger trains will leave as fol-

**&&*****&&* 1862,

Hard, retail.?7@ 7J Paris.f3 82}@3 90

7

heavy.30 a31
no. slaughter. 32
t onl—(Retail.)
g84
Du/ ii: From Hr. Provinc- Ainer. Calfskin*. .75
es free, otherforeign Hi- 81’tcr Wax Leath.19 (cl 20
l<end.
ttime nous >110, all other kinds 60c P ton.
Duty Pig l$c p It>.
Am. Pig f
Cumberl'd pton>10@
9?

Artificial Teeth inserted an Cold, Silver and Vulcanite base.
Of course this remark elicited some smiling
3nid& woe
and merriment at the originality of the idea,
in the midst of which the old lady entered the
I. D. HERKILL A CO.,
room, and on being told what had just been !
said, she immediately and involuntarily re-

IKVJXG W.PAKKKK,
Portland, Nov. 8,1*LJ.

do.
do.

11

MEDICAL.

\V INTKR A K KANG KM ENT.

fit

lb.lOJ&l^c

12

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AM) PORTLAND R. R.

ifa

Common.3^®

liCHlher,
Duty 30 k>e ad ral.
New York, light. .28 (®30c

Country.8}fil0j

him.”

demands
said estate. And all persons are
hereby uotitied that the meetings of the Commissioners for the above purposes will be held at the
office of Frederick Eox, 61 Middle street,
Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the
following months,
▼ix: November, December, 1*62.
January, February,
March and April, 1863—fVorn 2 to 5 o’clock P. M., on
each of those davs
GEOKGEE. B JACKSON. 1,,

rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more
than 4 inches square 320,
Jiailroael 812 60, Boiler
and Plate $26 p ton.
Sheet 2«.2Jc V lb and
$.'io 6 4> ton.

Norway.61«

(&23c

1

RAILROADS.

...

33
Keiined Aa, 4}
S wede.0
6i

Sperm. .32 (j&o5

SAM I.

Devil his Di e.—There is
point in the following anecdote: A pastor
was making a call on an old lady, who made
it an habitual rule never to speak ill of another,
and had observed it so closely that she always
justified those of whom she had heard evil spoken. Before the old lady made her appearance in the parlor, her several children were
speaking of this peculiarity of their mother,
and one of them playfully added:
“Mother has such a habit of speaking well
of everybody, that I believe if Satan himself
were the subject of conversation, mother would
And out some virtue or good quality even in

A Bio Thing.—A former citizen ofDayton,
Mr. Kirkpatrick, who left that city for Texas
in 1849 has lately performed one of the most
brilliant feats of the war. He has been living on the Gulf coast since he emigrated to
that State, and being a respectable gentleman,
gained the confidence of his fellow citizens,
When Texas seceded,“be kept his own connsel,” and so far as his exterior indicated, has
been as good a rebel as any of them. Indeed,
he carried his “secessipn” principles into practice, for he purchsed a vessel and put in it a
full cargo of cotton, advertising among his
friends that he intended to “run the Yankee
blockade.” It w as a good joke for the “rebs,”
and they gave him every facility. Mr. Kirkpatrick got out without any difficulty, and
steered straight for the federal fleet, when he
anounced the “capture of the ship load of rebel cotton.” He then piloted the fleet into the
Sabine Pass, where several more vessels loaded with cotton were captured, and duly confiscated. Mr. Kirkpatrick also succeeded in
getting his wife and children, a warrant f >r
whom tlte rebels had just issued. When last
seen, Mr. Kirkpatrick was at Pensacola, on
his way back to Dayton! When he gets there,
if the citizens don’t turn out en masse and
give him a brilliant reception, we shan't think
much of them. Ilurjah for Kirkpatrick!—

December 17.

•Spring.9

the

plied :
“Well, my children, I wish we all
tan's indtixtry and perseverance.”

to

Cant Steel.22 ta24
German Steel-14 (a 16
Bcnna.
Marrow p bushS2 25 a250 Kngli*h|BIis.Steel.16 (al7
Pea.2 25a2 00
& 10
Blue Pod.2 12.0^2 37 Sheet Iron, Kugl..6fas 6]
Sheet Iron.Ku**ia.l7 ®18
t'andlfs.
lhity .Sperm and H'ax 8c. do Ku* im’t. .13
hard.
Stear me be, Tallotc 2Jc
Barrel. f> lb .104 (all
p lb.
Mould p lb.13icC«14 Keg*.

46. How many shares of the capital stock
are pledgi-d to the Company ?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit aud loss account?
282.248 31
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing.
48. How inauv shares of the capital stock
are owne by the Company, or not subscribed for?"
None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders’ note*?
N thing.
Ja*. J.

3jj

is40c

Store.14

Company?

—

Giving

Family p lb.21

38,283 03
Company,
16. Amount of cash on hand, includingadvauces on losses not adjusted ?
72,013 63
17. Am’t of cash iu hands of agents? None.
18. Amount loaned on mortgage of real estate?
172.000 00
19. Amount loaned on collateral?
77,778 67
20. Amount loaned without collateral?
63,766 31
21. Amount of all other investments?
12,000 00
22. Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
5,237 18
23. Amount of borrowed money .specifying
collaterals given for the same? None.
24. Amount oflosses dueaud unpaid? None.
25. Amount of looses claimed
aud unpaid?
26. Amount of losses reported lcon<*'derod
upon which the liability!
ot the Company is not dotermined?
58,900 00
27. Amount of all other claims against the
None.
26. Amount of cash received for premiums
on lire risks?
68,729 59
29. Amount of cash receiv<*d for premiumg
on marine risks?
22,678 66
30. Amount of notes received for premiums
on lire risks?
None.
31. Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
229.237 R2
32. Amount of cash received for interest? 61,110 94
33. Amount of income received from all
other sources?
2.936 08
34. Amount of tire losses paid la«t year?
86.873 66
35. Amount of marine losses paid last year? 44,273 75
3*5. Amount of dividend-paid the last year? 12 *,000 00
37. Amount paid for expenses of office?
14.274 24
88. Amount <>f other expenditures?
1(1,30000
39. Amount received in cash for tire risks
not terminated?
70.710 42
40. Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 75per cent, to95
per cent, of premiums.
41. Amount of premium notes on risks not
terminated?
165.367 18
42. Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss?
26 00
43. Highest rate of interest received? {six
iw r cent.
44. Highest rate of interest paid on money

MISCELLANY._
the

Crackers per bbl..
Crackers, p 100 .35
Mutter.
Duty 4c V lb.

$284,676 14

The fool were fun, if not so coarse.
So were the patriots of the North,
Who cheered and cheered till they were hoarse
The idiot trash he bellowed forth.

4J

Ship.4*

*•

Swears that lx>rd Palmerston wonld make
His way, by noisou to the Crown;
But Train has
hopes that Pat will wake
And tread the English tyrant down.

bbl.91$@ 1J
lb.4l^5jc

Sliced p
Cored p lb. 4jva;>
Uncored p lb.2^ 3$
Brrnd.
Duty: 30 |>C.
Pilot p 100 lbs. £5$ @ 5$

••

The Little* Question.
The ribald bankrupt Yankee Train
Declares us English tools and knaves;
Speaks, who when struck won’t sfrikeugain,
Gluttons and blockheads, brutes and slaves.

no

Green p

p.v. m.v.cost onhks.
1275 shrs City Bank.Boston, 100 102
113.356 74
550 shs Shoe& le ather Dealers Bank, Bo-tun,
100 117
54,005 32
600 shs Shawmut Bank,Boston,
100
(2
44.108 00
lOslw North Bank. Boston, 100
90
186 49
43 shs Trailers Bank,
100
95
3.889 26
•*
250
State Bank.
»it)
65
37
14,668
**
140“ (iranite Bank,
loo 102
13.965 00
168
100 108
16,432 22
Eagle Bank.
1*10
Rail Road Bank,Lowell,
76
80
11,002 00
100 shs Bay State Bank,
75
Lawrence,
75
7,500 00
20 shs Market Bank, Boston, 70
72
60
New England Bank,
100 103
Boston,
6,9(2 76

bowling-alley

We’ve crawled,

FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 18(2.

1. State the name of the Company. Manufacturers’ Insurance Company.
2. Where located? Boston.
3. When incorporated ? February 23,1822.
4. Amount of Capital?
8400,000
6. Amount of Capital actually paid in?
40(1,000
6. Number of shares, and par \alue of
each? 4000—8100.
7. Amount of tire risks outstanding?
8,012,764
8. Amount of marine risks outstanding?
7.887,491
9. Total amount of outstanding risks?
16,500,255
10. Amount of United States stock or treasury notes owned by the Company?
State amount of each kind, and par value and market value of each.
20,000
United State* 7 3*10 Bunds, p. v. per
share #100—m. v. 8104,
20,000
11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.and par value and market
value of each.
12. Amount ot hank stocks? State amount
of each kind, and par value and market value of each.

There’s not a billiard ball shall spin,
But into Ijuv’nient’s pockets,
No draughts or pill cure human ill
Without theGuv'merit dockets;
All carriages taxed carts shall be;
Watches go tick lor taxes;
And messages shall pay—both eends—
Who answers and who axes.
Yankee Doodle, etc.

for the Dress

An additional duty oj
Ilopw.
10 pc is levied on all tner- Duty 6c V lb.
chanaist not imported di- First Sort, 1862... 14 <^16
rect from the place of proI ron.
duction or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp 86,
liar tint exceeding 860 \*
A »hc».
tan value 817 4> ton, exIhittj 10 pc ad val.
Pearl V lb.7]@ 8$
ton $18,
ceeding 860
Pot.8j less than 1 inch thick or
more than 7 inches tride,
A ppl«*M.

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co.,

The leather that we walk upon—
The upper and the under,
The electric fluid in the wires
(Guess I can’t catch the thunder);
Each passenger that takes the cars,
Each 'bus that runs out ram roads.
Advertisements and steamboats, too.
And guns, locks, stocks, ami rainrods.
Yankee Doodle, etc.

«

Expressly corrected

-OK THU-

In every Jot ami title
Of all I eat ami drink and wear,
And all I chew and whittle;
Iu flour ami sperrits. ale and wine,
In oils and In tobacker,
Iu papers, gas, salt, soap and skins,
And meat and malt and crackers.
Yankee Doodle, etc.

••
American refined fijft; 9c Soft.
.4]@ 6
1 tv me.
4»UUgll.Ol@j 0
T I'flN*
35
pc ad vat.
Duty
I 'opon JSuil.
r.
83 n 85c
Duty 20c |> lb.
**.40 jxj
Hyson.75c « *1 Flax
Young Hyson... .75 ip 1
Haloing.45 a 50
.42 a 50
Oolong .07 @80 Hemp
Souchong.50 @56 India. 20@ 25
T uharco.
Vn iiinh.
Duty: Lean s unmanufac- Furniture.?2 (g. 3
tured 25, all other kinds L
oach.3f@ 6
35 @c ad val.
Damar.3ja 4
6’b& 10’a best br'ds.70 @75c
Wool*
do.
medium. .65 @68 Duty: Costing 18c p lb
do.
common. 60 @62
ami under 5 pc, orer 18c
half lbs best br'ds.78 @80 ; to 24c p lb 3c, over 24c
do. ined. good.G6 @70
9c p lb.
do. common.. .60 @62 Fleece.45 @55o
Natural Leaf, tbs.81 @ 11 Lambs.45 @53
Fancy, in Foil.14@ 2
Ziuc*
Tin.
Duty: In blocks or j>iys
Duty: Pig 16c, Plates 25 l^c, in sh' ts 2c p lb.
$>c ad val.
manufactures of 80 pc
llanca, cash.43c a) 44 ad ral.
Straits, cash.40 @42 Pigs and slabs.5J@ 6\
riatcs-Cliar.l.C.f 124@13 Sheet >**j»slmann. 1
12
do.
l.X. .15 o 16 Sheathing.90 @
Coke.11
12
Exrhnnsr*
Wood.
London—OUu. 1 44 @ 1 47

julldawtI3

Photographic I'ramea.
called for.
QUA RE or oval—every kind
ourselves,

O Mine

These

tact ured by
except those
imported, we can compete with anv market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2«. MarMORRISON A CO’S.
ket Square,
man u

necessarily

PLEASURE

PARTIES.

EXCURSIONISTS visiting the Inlands, supplied

with stores at the shortest notice.
IOrders
solicited.

180 Fsre Street

near

fool of

Exchange*

C ALDER WOOD k BECKETT.
dtl
1’ortland, June 23.

#

